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They don’t bleed, but boys at this Punjab 
village school have special period
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accused – Ahuja and Khandelwal – will not let her complete the New Delhi Three doctors accused of 
were absconding. Denying charges year. “She cried every day. She abetting the suicide of Dr Payal 
of harassment, the doctors in a said the complaint to the unit Tadvi in Mumbai were arrested on 
l e t t e r  t o  the  Maharash t r a  head yielded no response from Wednesday. Tadvi, a second-year 
Association of Resident Doctors the hospital. Instead, the student of the Gynaecology and 
(MARD) wrote ,  “If  heavy torture increased every day,” Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
workload is given the name of said Abeda.Hospital, allegedly ended her life 
ragging, then we all have been after facing “extreme harassment” The family also claimed that 
r a g g e d . ” A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  and hearing casteist remarks. P a y a l  o v e r h e a r d  a  
preliminary investigation, hours conversation among the three The three seniors, Dr Hema Ahuja, 
before her death, Tadvi was authorities at least thrice, but no seniors in which they referred Dr Ankita Khandelwal and Dr 
scolded in the operation theatre in action was taken.The family claims to her and allegedly said that “these Bhakti Mehare will be produced in 
front of other staff and patients and that for two days after a verbal caste people don’t know anything” a court on Wednesday. All of them 
was seen crying as she left. Payal’s complaint was made on May 13 by and that “she got admission have been named in the FIR filed 
husband Salman and mother Abida Payal’s husband Dr Salman Tadvi through caste quota”.under the SC/ST (Prevention of 
Salim alleged that the seniors to unit head Dr Y I Ching Ling, the Atrocities) Act, IPC sections for Hospital dean Dr R N Bharmal, 
harassed her for getting admission three seniors did not talk to her. On a b e t m e n t  t o  s u i c i d e  a n d  meanwhile, has claimed that he 
through Scheduled Tribe (ST) the third day, one of them allegedly Maharashtra Prohibition of was “never informed about this 
reservation, and also questioned threw a file at her and rebuked her Ragging Act, 1999. case”. He added, “We have an anti-
her skills. They claim she had for “shoddy” work. The next day, ragging cell but sadly she (Tadvi) While police arrested Mehare late 
complained to senior hospital they allegedly threatened that they did not approach it.”Tuesday afternoon, the other two 

Payal Tadvi suicide: Three doctors accused 
of harassing medical student arrested New Delhi  Unable to cope with a 

woman’s refusal of his marriage 
proposal, a 24-year-old man 
allegedly kidnapped her father 
from Dwarka early Sunday 
morning.  Police arrested 
Sanjeev Gill, a delivery agent 
with an online retailer, from 
Mathura Junction railway 
station in UP Monday morning 
and rescued the woman’s father 
as well.

Pol ice  sa id  the  man was  
kidnapped around 3 am on 
Sunday, from outside his work 
place in Dwarka’s Old Palam 
Road, by four men who pulled 
up in a white car.“The woman’s 
father lives in Delhi while the 
rest of the family, including the 
woman, moved to Bhopal two-
three months ago because Gill 
kept troubling her,” said a police 
officer.DCP (Dwarka) Anto 
Alphonse said, “The victim’s 
daughter received calls from 
two different mobile numbers… 
her father, who was on the line, 
said he was in Sonepat and 
advised her to marry one 
‘Sanju’, as he is a good boy.” It 
was this conversation that led 
the woman to suspect that her 
father had been kidnapped by 
Gill.Alphons said the mobile 
numbers were put under 
surveillance and traced to 
Baraut in UP. “The accused kept 
changing his location; he was 
finally traced to Mathura and 
a r r e s t e d , ”  s a i d  
Alphonse.According to a police 
officer, “Gill and the woman 
were due to get married, but it 
was called off as she suspected 
he was cheating on her.”When 
Gill kept pressuring the woman 
and her family to agree to the 
wedding, the woman’s father 
insisted the family move to 
Bhopal, where they hail from. 
“During investigation, the 
woman told us that Gill 
threatened to shoot her brother if 
she didn’t marry him… he 
texted her all this,” said a police 
officer, who was a part of the 
team, led by SHO Dwarka North 
police station Sanjay Kumar, 
which arrested the accused.

Waste segregation at source level: Chandigarh Municipal 
Corporation yet to complete arrangements

drive is likely to start with has been given the tender to supply Chandigarh.  With three days left to 
low enthusiasm as the the vehicles. We will outsource 110 start segregation of waste at source 
required manpower is still employees. The process of hiring level in Chandigarh, the Municipal 
pending. We will face a the people was struck due to the Corporation is yet to make all the 
tough time in the 13 villages, imposing of Model Code of necessary arrangements and 
which were recently brought Conduct. The drive on June 1 will difference between the door-to-door 
under the umbrella of start in a simple manner but I am collectors of waste is yet to resolve.  
Municipal Corporation. confident it will gain the pace Meanwhile ,  the  process  of  
Lakhs of dustbins were shortly.” The 55 attended areas are procurement of the 99 desired 
already distributed to local in which door-to-door collection of vehicles and the hiring of 110 

is making all the arrangements for residents in the view of segregation garbage is not being followed.persons on the outsourcing level is 
starting the process, we are yet to of waste.”u n d e r  p i p e l i n e . T h e  U T  As per the undertaking submitted in 
receive commitment of full administration has submitted M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n  N G T,  D e l h i ,  C h a n d i g a r h  
cooperation from door-to-door anundertaking before National Commissioner, Kamal Kishore administration decided to cover the 
collector of garbage and waste. Green Tribunal stating that Yadav, said, “We are in the process entire city under the segregation of 
These collectors are opposing the segregation at source level will start of procuring 99 vehicles including waste at source level till September 
move of segregation of waste since f r o m J u n e  1 .   S p e c i a l  55 unattended areas within 2019.  Once the wastes are 
the beginning. The role of door-to-Commissioner, Sanjay Kumar Jha, Chandigarh and 44 for 13 villages segregated at the source level, there 
door garbage collectors is important to ld  Chandigarh  Newsl ine ,  for picking the garbage from there is no need to segregate them at the 
in this drive.”Sources said, “The “Though the sanitation department in the segregation mode. A company dumping ground-38.

Chandigarh. We can challan all Chandigarh The intensive challan 
auto-rickshaws for violating drives against auto-rickshaws 
t r a f f i c  r u l e s  a n d  (three-wheelers), conducted by 
permits.”ccording to Mohali’s State Transport Authority (STA) 
Transport Department, 13,200 and UT Traffic Police, has failed 
auto-rickshaws have been to put the increasing number of 
registered in Mohali, and 5,000 autos in the city under the ambit of 
in Panchkula.Harman Sidhu, a law. The recent instruction issued 
road safety expert, said, “There by Punjab and Haryana High 

UT Traffic Police separately. STA is not a single entry and exit point C o u r t  t o  C h a n d i g a r h  
alone has challaned 488 autos, of Chandigarh, where you will not Administration regarding the 
including those registered with find unregulated and long queues formulation of a regulatory policy 
Tricity, for various traffic of autos. These queues encroach to keep a check on the increasing 
violations. Chandigarh Traffic upon cycle tracks and pedestrian numbers of autos (three-wheelers) 
Police has challaned 6,648 autos paths. They are rashly driven and in city has, in fact, raised a matter 
and impounded 241 autos for the stop the auto-rickshaws in the of concern.The STA, which 
various traffic offenses.STA, middle of the road just to pick up stopped registration of new three-
Secretary, Harjeet Singh Sandhu, passengers. This invites road wheelers in Chandigarh due to 
s a i d ,  “ We  h a v e  s t o p p e d  accidents. Despite the fact that in their sheer number (6,000), passed 
registration of new autos in Chandigarh, registration of new the buck to neighbouring cities of 
C h a n d i g a r h .  We  a r e  n o t  autos has stopped, people Mohali and Panchkula for 
authorised to register new autos if continue to purchase autos and run managing the hectic presence of 
6,000 auto-rickshaws have these on road with temporary autos. Despite this, road safety 
already been registered in the city. registration numbes.”A senior experts maintain that it is the 
The real  problem is  that  traffic police officer said, “We responsibility of local authorities 
neighbouring cities of Panchkula regularly challan autos for to kep a tab on this menace.
and Mohali have no bar on the violation of traffic rules. The As many as 7,136 autos, including 
number of autos they register. We challan drive is still going on and those bearing Chandigarh, 
challan autos bearing other states’ is being conducted by Chandigarh P a n c h k u l a  a n d  H a r y a n a  
number plates also. There is no Traffic Police. The challans were registration numbers, have been 
rule that can prevent the entry of issued for not wearing uniform, challaned in the city since January 
autos registered with other states, lack of all necesary documents, 1 to May 15 in this year alone. 
including Haryana and Punjab, in etc.On May 25.Challans were issued by STA and 

No regulatory policy, Haryana, 
Punjab autos make a killing

Delhi: Rejected by 
woman, man kidnaps 
her father, arrested

“leaders” at his school’s Menstrual other boys and this is how chain goes on 
Hygiene Club.This club is at the centre of a to bring that attitude change. In two 
silent revolution that is taking place at years only, a lot of change is already 
Government High School at a small village visible….”Now boys do not make fun 
Garlon Bet in district Nawanshahr of girls when she is in pain or gets her 
(Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar). Here period in class. Instead, they help her in 
menstruation has become a gender- getting pad… Boys advise girls to have 
inclusive topic and boys are not only healthy food and take rest…,” she 
becoming a part of the ‘period’ added.
discussions, but also leading an awareness Raju (16), a Class 10 student and one of 
campaign on hygiene and usage of sanitary the leaders, said that he has two sisters 
pads. The school has 168 students of which and earlier he did not know anything and sisters back home.
at least 90 are girls.The initiative, started about periods. “Initially, I felt a little Ludhiana  Sixteen-year old Sparsh, a Class The change that this initiative has brought in by their teacher and in all likelihood the awkward when all this was discussed in 10 student, does not shy away from talking the attitude o boys is heartening, a teacher only one of its kind at a government school class as girls were also sitting there. But about ‘menstruation’ or ‘periods’ and what said.Pardeep Kaur, the teacher who is in the state, is seen as path-breaking in state now I don’t. Girls must use pads only.. We his female classmates go through once a leading this initiative at the school, said like Punjab where hundreds of girls in are also taking out rallies in our village to month for four to five days. As he speaks, that she started the awareness drive with government schools still do not have tell other women that pads must be used not he also gives out some advise. just two boys in 2017.“Boys used to giggle access to sanitary napkins. Further, the dirty cloth..,” said Raju, a farmer’s son.“Girls should eat healthy food. They should and laugh. It wasn’t easy. Girls used to feel topic is still a taboo and even girls do not Navjot Singh (16), another club member, take rest and boys should treat them nicely.. shy asking for napkin and would say they talk about it openly.On Tuesday, as the told The Indian Express that his mother Girls feel pain too. They must not use need a ‘toffee’. Boys would call it a ‘biscuit school observed Menstrual Hygiene (MH) was happy that he was part of such an cloth; only a sanitary pad, otherwise it can packet’. So, at least that code language is Day, which is observed worldwide on May initiative.“A (sanitary) pad has to be lead to infections. Even uterus cancer. gone now and students confidently say 28, boys drew posters on the topic and also disposed off properly too otherwise it can Ladkiyon ke saath koi bhed-bhaav nahi ‘pads’ or ‘napkins’ without any wore ‘Period Bands’ on their wrists along lead to infection to others. I am not hesitant hona chahiye. Aur mera ya maanna hai ki shame…We have five boys as leaders in with girls. The bands had 23 white pearls to talk about periods with my mother or periods ke baare mein baat karna koi Menstrual Hygiene Club who also attend and five red pearls to make students classmates now. My mother is happy that I sharam wali baat nahi hai.. ye to natural monthly meetings and discuss problems understand the menstrual cycle frequency. am a part of this initiative. We must allow hai.. (There should be no discrimination with girls. We have worked hard on making Five boys who are the ‘leaders’ (to talk girls to take rest and not laugh if they stain against girls. I believe there is no shame in it a gender-inclusive topic in our school. about menstruation with other boys and their clothes. We should ask if they need talking about periods because it is These five boys (three from Class X and take chain forward), were also gifted help.”natural)..,” says Sparsh, one of the two from Class 8) further discuss it with sanitary pads to gift them to their mothers 

‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police 
Annamalai quits, may 
join politics
Bengaluru. Deputy Commissioner of 

Police (Bengaluru South) K Annamalai, 
who is popularly known as ‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police, resigned from his post 
on Tuesday. Annamalai, a native of Karur 
in Tamil Nadu, is a 2011-batch Karnataka 
cadre IPS officer.While there is a 
speculation that he could take a plunge in 
politics, in a letter addressed to his friends 
and well-wishers, he has not revealed any 
such plan. The letter is available on social 
media.

Annamalai’s colleague and Director 
General of Police, Railways (Bangalore 
region) D Roopa Moudgil, in a tweet, 
however, said that Annamalai will enter 
politics. “Spoke to Annamalai, IPS 
.@DCPSouthBCP. He has tendered 
resignation today. He is plunging into 
politics. It requires guts, boldness to leave 
cushy, secure , hard earned IPS job. Its 
heartening to see such achievers n 
youngsters diving into politics. Wishing 
him all the best.”

Annamalai, in his letter, said that the 
decision (to resign) was well-thought out 
for over six-months’ time. “Last year, my 
visit to Kailash Mansarovar was an eye-
opener as it helped me see my priorities in 
life better. Madhukar Shetty sir’s death in 
a way made me to re-examine my own 
life,” he stated in the letter.Madhukar 
Shetty, a Karnataka cadre IPS officer, 
passed away on December 2018 in 
Hyderabad where he was being treated for 
swine flu.Annamalai has also written 
about his future plans in the letter. “For 
people who are speculating what next for 
me. I’m too small a man to have lofty 
ambitions. I just wanted to take some time 
out and enjoy those small things in life 
which I had missed out, be a good father to 
my son, who deserves every bit of my time 
as he is fast growing up, get into farming 
back home and see whether my sheep still 
listens to me as I’m no more a cop now.”

Annamalai began his career as ASP of 
Karkala sub-division in 2013, before 
b e c o m i n g  S P  o f  U d u p i  a n d  
Chikkamagaluru districts. He is known as 
an upright and strict officer. During his 
transfer from Udupi district, people in the 
district had protested his transfer.

Over 1,000 FPCs in 
Maharashtra non-
functional or report 
zero business

New Delhi  Days after a technical fault in 
the Delhi Metro’s Yellow Line led to 
chaos, services were impacted on a 
portion of the Violet Line on Saturday 
morning due to “waterlogging”.

Train services from Mandi House to 
Kashmere Gate were operated on a single 
line from 11.25 am to 11.50 am due to a 
minor signalling issue.

A statement from the Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation (DMRC) read, “In the 
morning, some water-logging was also 

The initiative, started by their 
teacher and in all likelihood the only 
one of its kind at a government 
school in the state, is seen as path-
breaking in state like Punjab where 
hundreds of girls in government 
schools still do not have access to 
sanitary napkins.

Delhi: Waterlogging 
hits Violet Line 
services

Pune.Over a year after the Union Budget 
2018 gave Farmer Producer Companies 
(FPCs) a five-year tax holiday, their 
performance in Maharashtra shows that the 
central government’s step hasn’t helped 
them much as, of the 1,696 registered FPCs 
in Maharashtra, 1,048 have either reported 
no business or were found to be non-
functional.Formed by farmers, the FPCs 
are companies registered under the 
Company’s Act by farmers. These 
professionally-managed firms were 
expected to take the place of cooperative 
bodies which, over the years, have become 
either redundant or too politicised to 
work.Recognising the importance of the 
FPCs in the agri-ecosystem, the 2018 
budget had tried to give them a boost by 
announcing a five-year tax holiday. The 
central government had hoped that this 
would ensure these grassroot-level 
companies expand their activities and 
explore newer business avenues.A survey, 
conducted by the Department of 
Agriculture, took into consideration the 
1,696 FPCs that are registered with 
government bodies like the World Bank 
sponsored-Maharashtra Agriculture 
Competitiveness Project, which has been 
completed, Small Farmers Agribusiness 
Consortium and NABARD, among others. 
The survey studied the FPCs, the 
commodities they deal with and their 
turnover.Data showed that of the 1,696 
FPCs, 308 were found to be non-functional 
and 740 were found to have either not 
reported any turnover or reported a turnover 
of 0. Of the remaining FPCs, 204 had 
reported turnover between Rs 10 and Rs 50 
lakh per year, while 135 had reported 
turnover between Rs 7 and Rs 10 lakh. Only 
104 FPCs have reported a turnover above 
Rs 50 lakh. Aurangabad had reported the 
highest number of non-working FPCs, 45, 
while Pune had reported the highest number 
of FPCs which have reported 0 or no 
turnover, 99.

On an average, almost 50 per cent of the 
registered FPCs in any district have either 
been shut down or failed to report their 
turnover.The data poses several questions 
about the functioning and the condition of 
FPCs in Maharashtra. Yogesh Thorat, 
managing director of the MahaFPC — the 
umbrella body of the FPCs in the state — 
said almost 50 per cent of the registered 
FPCs in the state were being taken care of 
by a government body. “Unfortunately, 
once the hand-holding process ended, they 
are at a loss about their next step. For the 
other half, lack of any direction has affected 
their growth as they were not clear about 
their business plan,” he said.

Pune doctor says was forced to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ during 

morning walk in Delhi
Pune Dr Arun Gadre, a Pune-based occurred. Regardless of one’s 

gynaecologist who visited Delhi religion or caste, people should not 
earlier this week, was allegedly be harassed in such a manner and it 
accosted by a group of men and is crucial that the government and 
forced to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ while political parties ensure that not a 
he was on a morning walk in the single person ever faces such a 
capital.Gadre, 61, who came back situation,” he said.He has not filed 
to Pune on Tuesday, told The a police complaint over the 
Indian Express that he was incident as, said Gadre, he didn’t 
“shocked” when the group, “suffer any grievous physical 
comprising four to five persons, injuries”.“Moreover, I will never 
stopped him while he was on his be able to identify any of these 
morning walk and directed him to men, but this incident is a lesson to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’.“I must have all of us as a society to let everyone 
muttered the words but they again coexist peacefully,” he said.The 
asked me to shout it loudly… ‘Jai doctor said in the last two days, he 
Shri Ram’… and that’s when I has received several messages 
walked away,” he said. The from well-wishers who have 
incident took place near Jantar expressed their support and 
Mantar in central Delhi early on condemned the incident.Gadre is 
Sunday, said Gadre.He had made a also the president of the Alliance of 
brief stopover in Delhi on his way Doctors for Health Care and, 
to Bijnor in Uttar Pradesh and was inspired by Baba Amte, he has also 
staying at the YMCA near Jantar served in the tribal areas of 
Mantar.The doctor said he didn’t Maharashtra for the last 30 years.
think he was targeted for any Dr Abhijit More, health activist and 
specific reason. “I don’t think I was coordinator of the Aam Aadmi 
targeted or anything like that. Par ty ’s  Kothrud  assembly  
P e r h a p s  t h e s e  y o u n g s t e r s  segment, condemned the incident. 
randomly picked me up and “These incidents are of concern 
directed me to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’. and it is unfortunate that a doctor 
It was a quiet, peaceful morning who works for the welfare of the 
otherwise…,” said Gadre.“It was a masses was at the receiving end,” 
shock to me as not once in all my said More.
61 years has such an incident 

These professionally-managed 
firms were expected to take the 
place of cooperative bodies which, 
over the years, have become either 
redundant or too politicised to 
work.

Payal Tadvi, a second-year student of the Gynaecology and Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
Hospital, allegedly ended her life after facing "extreme harassment" and hearing casteist remarks.
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accused – Ahuja and Khandelwal – will not let her complete the New Delhi Three doctors accused of 
were absconding. Denying charges year. “She cried every day. She abetting the suicide of Dr Payal 
of harassment, the doctors in a said the complaint to the unit Tadvi in Mumbai were arrested on 
l e t t e r  t o  the  Maharash t r a  head yielded no response from Wednesday. Tadvi, a second-year 
Association of Resident Doctors the hospital. Instead, the student of the Gynaecology and 
(MARD) wrote ,  “If  heavy torture increased every day,” Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
workload is given the name of said Abeda.Hospital, allegedly ended her life 
ragging, then we all have been after facing “extreme harassment” The family also claimed that 
r a g g e d . ” A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  and hearing casteist remarks. P a y a l  o v e r h e a r d  a  
preliminary investigation, hours conversation among the three The three seniors, Dr Hema Ahuja, 
before her death, Tadvi was authorities at least thrice, but no seniors in which they referred Dr Ankita Khandelwal and Dr 
scolded in the operation theatre in action was taken.The family claims to her and allegedly said that “these Bhakti Mehare will be produced in 
front of other staff and patients and that for two days after a verbal caste people don’t know anything” a court on Wednesday. All of them 
was seen crying as she left. Payal’s complaint was made on May 13 by and that “she got admission have been named in the FIR filed 
husband Salman and mother Abida Payal’s husband Dr Salman Tadvi through caste quota”.under the SC/ST (Prevention of 
Salim alleged that the seniors to unit head Dr Y I Ching Ling, the Atrocities) Act, IPC sections for Hospital dean Dr R N Bharmal, 
harassed her for getting admission three seniors did not talk to her. On a b e t m e n t  t o  s u i c i d e  a n d  meanwhile, has claimed that he 
through Scheduled Tribe (ST) the third day, one of them allegedly Maharashtra Prohibition of was “never informed about this 
reservation, and also questioned threw a file at her and rebuked her Ragging Act, 1999. case”. He added, “We have an anti-
her skills. They claim she had for “shoddy” work. The next day, ragging cell but sadly she (Tadvi) While police arrested Mehare late 
complained to senior hospital they allegedly threatened that they did not approach it.”Tuesday afternoon, the other two 

Payal Tadvi suicide: Three doctors accused 
of harassing medical student arrested New Delhi  Unable to cope with a 

woman’s refusal of his marriage 
proposal, a 24-year-old man 
allegedly kidnapped her father 
from Dwarka early Sunday 
morning.  Police arrested 
Sanjeev Gill, a delivery agent 
with an online retailer, from 
Mathura Junction railway 
station in UP Monday morning 
and rescued the woman’s father 
as well.

Pol ice  sa id  the  man was  
kidnapped around 3 am on 
Sunday, from outside his work 
place in Dwarka’s Old Palam 
Road, by four men who pulled 
up in a white car.“The woman’s 
father lives in Delhi while the 
rest of the family, including the 
woman, moved to Bhopal two-
three months ago because Gill 
kept troubling her,” said a police 
officer.DCP (Dwarka) Anto 
Alphonse said, “The victim’s 
daughter received calls from 
two different mobile numbers… 
her father, who was on the line, 
said he was in Sonepat and 
advised her to marry one 
‘Sanju’, as he is a good boy.” It 
was this conversation that led 
the woman to suspect that her 
father had been kidnapped by 
Gill.Alphons said the mobile 
numbers were put under 
surveillance and traced to 
Baraut in UP. “The accused kept 
changing his location; he was 
finally traced to Mathura and 
a r r e s t e d , ”  s a i d  
Alphonse.According to a police 
officer, “Gill and the woman 
were due to get married, but it 
was called off as she suspected 
he was cheating on her.”When 
Gill kept pressuring the woman 
and her family to agree to the 
wedding, the woman’s father 
insisted the family move to 
Bhopal, where they hail from. 
“During investigation, the 
woman told us that Gill 
threatened to shoot her brother if 
she didn’t marry him… he 
texted her all this,” said a police 
officer, who was a part of the 
team, led by SHO Dwarka North 
police station Sanjay Kumar, 
which arrested the accused.

Waste segregation at source level: Chandigarh Municipal 
Corporation yet to complete arrangements

drive is likely to start with has been given the tender to supply Chandigarh.  With three days left to 
low enthusiasm as the the vehicles. We will outsource 110 start segregation of waste at source 
required manpower is still employees. The process of hiring level in Chandigarh, the Municipal 
pending. We will face a the people was struck due to the Corporation is yet to make all the 
tough time in the 13 villages, imposing of Model Code of necessary arrangements and 
which were recently brought Conduct. The drive on June 1 will difference between the door-to-door 
under the umbrella of start in a simple manner but I am collectors of waste is yet to resolve.  
Municipal Corporation. confident it will gain the pace Meanwhile ,  the  process  of  
Lakhs of dustbins were shortly.” The 55 attended areas are procurement of the 99 desired 
already distributed to local in which door-to-door collection of vehicles and the hiring of 110 

is making all the arrangements for residents in the view of segregation garbage is not being followed.persons on the outsourcing level is 
starting the process, we are yet to of waste.”u n d e r  p i p e l i n e . T h e  U T  As per the undertaking submitted in 
receive commitment of full administration has submitted M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n  N G T,  D e l h i ,  C h a n d i g a r h  
cooperation from door-to-door anundertaking before National Commissioner, Kamal Kishore administration decided to cover the 
collector of garbage and waste. Green Tribunal stating that Yadav, said, “We are in the process entire city under the segregation of 
These collectors are opposing the segregation at source level will start of procuring 99 vehicles including waste at source level till September 
move of segregation of waste since f r o m J u n e  1 .   S p e c i a l  55 unattended areas within 2019.  Once the wastes are 
the beginning. The role of door-to-Commissioner, Sanjay Kumar Jha, Chandigarh and 44 for 13 villages segregated at the source level, there 
door garbage collectors is important to ld  Chandigarh  Newsl ine ,  for picking the garbage from there is no need to segregate them at the 
in this drive.”Sources said, “The “Though the sanitation department in the segregation mode. A company dumping ground-38.
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auto-rickshaws have been to put the increasing number of 
registered in Mohali, and 5,000 autos in the city under the ambit of 
in Panchkula.Harman Sidhu, a law. The recent instruction issued 
road safety expert, said, “There by Punjab and Haryana High 

UT Traffic Police separately. STA is not a single entry and exit point C o u r t  t o  C h a n d i g a r h  
alone has challaned 488 autos, of Chandigarh, where you will not Administration regarding the 
including those registered with find unregulated and long queues formulation of a regulatory policy 
Tricity, for various traffic of autos. These queues encroach to keep a check on the increasing 
violations. Chandigarh Traffic upon cycle tracks and pedestrian numbers of autos (three-wheelers) 
Police has challaned 6,648 autos paths. They are rashly driven and in city has, in fact, raised a matter 
and impounded 241 autos for the stop the auto-rickshaws in the of concern.The STA, which 
various traffic offenses.STA, middle of the road just to pick up stopped registration of new three-
Secretary, Harjeet Singh Sandhu, passengers. This invites road wheelers in Chandigarh due to 
s a i d ,  “ We  h a v e  s t o p p e d  accidents. Despite the fact that in their sheer number (6,000), passed 
registration of new autos in Chandigarh, registration of new the buck to neighbouring cities of 
C h a n d i g a r h .  We  a r e  n o t  autos has stopped, people Mohali and Panchkula for 
authorised to register new autos if continue to purchase autos and run managing the hectic presence of 
6,000 auto-rickshaws have these on road with temporary autos. Despite this, road safety 
already been registered in the city. registration numbes.”A senior experts maintain that it is the 
The real  problem is  that  traffic police officer said, “We responsibility of local authorities 
neighbouring cities of Panchkula regularly challan autos for to kep a tab on this menace.
and Mohali have no bar on the violation of traffic rules. The As many as 7,136 autos, including 
number of autos they register. We challan drive is still going on and those bearing Chandigarh, 
challan autos bearing other states’ is being conducted by Chandigarh P a n c h k u l a  a n d  H a r y a n a  
number plates also. There is no Traffic Police. The challans were registration numbers, have been 
rule that can prevent the entry of issued for not wearing uniform, challaned in the city since January 
autos registered with other states, lack of all necesary documents, 1 to May 15 in this year alone. 
including Haryana and Punjab, in etc.On May 25.Challans were issued by STA and 

No regulatory policy, Haryana, 
Punjab autos make a killing

Delhi: Rejected by 
woman, man kidnaps 
her father, arrested

“leaders” at his school’s Menstrual other boys and this is how chain goes on 
Hygiene Club.This club is at the centre of a to bring that attitude change. In two 
silent revolution that is taking place at years only, a lot of change is already 
Government High School at a small village visible….”Now boys do not make fun 
Garlon Bet in district Nawanshahr of girls when she is in pain or gets her 
(Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar). Here period in class. Instead, they help her in 
menstruation has become a gender- getting pad… Boys advise girls to have 
inclusive topic and boys are not only healthy food and take rest…,” she 
becoming a part of the ‘period’ added.
discussions, but also leading an awareness Raju (16), a Class 10 student and one of 
campaign on hygiene and usage of sanitary the leaders, said that he has two sisters 
pads. The school has 168 students of which and earlier he did not know anything and sisters back home.
at least 90 are girls.The initiative, started about periods. “Initially, I felt a little Ludhiana  Sixteen-year old Sparsh, a Class The change that this initiative has brought in by their teacher and in all likelihood the awkward when all this was discussed in 10 student, does not shy away from talking the attitude o boys is heartening, a teacher only one of its kind at a government school class as girls were also sitting there. But about ‘menstruation’ or ‘periods’ and what said.Pardeep Kaur, the teacher who is in the state, is seen as path-breaking in state now I don’t. Girls must use pads only.. We his female classmates go through once a leading this initiative at the school, said like Punjab where hundreds of girls in are also taking out rallies in our village to month for four to five days. As he speaks, that she started the awareness drive with government schools still do not have tell other women that pads must be used not he also gives out some advise. just two boys in 2017.“Boys used to giggle access to sanitary napkins. Further, the dirty cloth..,” said Raju, a farmer’s son.“Girls should eat healthy food. They should and laugh. It wasn’t easy. Girls used to feel topic is still a taboo and even girls do not Navjot Singh (16), another club member, take rest and boys should treat them nicely.. shy asking for napkin and would say they talk about it openly.On Tuesday, as the told The Indian Express that his mother Girls feel pain too. They must not use need a ‘toffee’. Boys would call it a ‘biscuit school observed Menstrual Hygiene (MH) was happy that he was part of such an cloth; only a sanitary pad, otherwise it can packet’. So, at least that code language is Day, which is observed worldwide on May initiative.“A (sanitary) pad has to be lead to infections. Even uterus cancer. gone now and students confidently say 28, boys drew posters on the topic and also disposed off properly too otherwise it can Ladkiyon ke saath koi bhed-bhaav nahi ‘pads’ or ‘napkins’ without any wore ‘Period Bands’ on their wrists along lead to infection to others. I am not hesitant hona chahiye. Aur mera ya maanna hai ki shame…We have five boys as leaders in with girls. The bands had 23 white pearls to talk about periods with my mother or periods ke baare mein baat karna koi Menstrual Hygiene Club who also attend and five red pearls to make students classmates now. My mother is happy that I sharam wali baat nahi hai.. ye to natural monthly meetings and discuss problems understand the menstrual cycle frequency. am a part of this initiative. We must allow hai.. (There should be no discrimination with girls. We have worked hard on making Five boys who are the ‘leaders’ (to talk girls to take rest and not laugh if they stain against girls. I believe there is no shame in it a gender-inclusive topic in our school. about menstruation with other boys and their clothes. We should ask if they need talking about periods because it is These five boys (three from Class X and take chain forward), were also gifted help.”natural)..,” says Sparsh, one of the two from Class 8) further discuss it with sanitary pads to gift them to their mothers 

‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police 
Annamalai quits, may 
join politics
Bengaluru. Deputy Commissioner of 

Police (Bengaluru South) K Annamalai, 
who is popularly known as ‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police, resigned from his post 
on Tuesday. Annamalai, a native of Karur 
in Tamil Nadu, is a 2011-batch Karnataka 
cadre IPS officer.While there is a 
speculation that he could take a plunge in 
politics, in a letter addressed to his friends 
and well-wishers, he has not revealed any 
such plan. The letter is available on social 
media.

Annamalai’s colleague and Director 
General of Police, Railways (Bangalore 
region) D Roopa Moudgil, in a tweet, 
however, said that Annamalai will enter 
politics. “Spoke to Annamalai, IPS 
.@DCPSouthBCP. He has tendered 
resignation today. He is plunging into 
politics. It requires guts, boldness to leave 
cushy, secure , hard earned IPS job. Its 
heartening to see such achievers n 
youngsters diving into politics. Wishing 
him all the best.”

Annamalai, in his letter, said that the 
decision (to resign) was well-thought out 
for over six-months’ time. “Last year, my 
visit to Kailash Mansarovar was an eye-
opener as it helped me see my priorities in 
life better. Madhukar Shetty sir’s death in 
a way made me to re-examine my own 
life,” he stated in the letter.Madhukar 
Shetty, a Karnataka cadre IPS officer, 
passed away on December 2018 in 
Hyderabad where he was being treated for 
swine flu.Annamalai has also written 
about his future plans in the letter. “For 
people who are speculating what next for 
me. I’m too small a man to have lofty 
ambitions. I just wanted to take some time 
out and enjoy those small things in life 
which I had missed out, be a good father to 
my son, who deserves every bit of my time 
as he is fast growing up, get into farming 
back home and see whether my sheep still 
listens to me as I’m no more a cop now.”

Annamalai began his career as ASP of 
Karkala sub-division in 2013, before 
b e c o m i n g  S P  o f  U d u p i  a n d  
Chikkamagaluru districts. He is known as 
an upright and strict officer. During his 
transfer from Udupi district, people in the 
district had protested his transfer.

Over 1,000 FPCs in 
Maharashtra non-
functional or report 
zero business

New Delhi  Days after a technical fault in 
the Delhi Metro’s Yellow Line led to 
chaos, services were impacted on a 
portion of the Violet Line on Saturday 
morning due to “waterlogging”.

Train services from Mandi House to 
Kashmere Gate were operated on a single 
line from 11.25 am to 11.50 am due to a 
minor signalling issue.

A statement from the Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation (DMRC) read, “In the 
morning, some water-logging was also 

The initiative, started by their 
teacher and in all likelihood the only 
one of its kind at a government 
school in the state, is seen as path-
breaking in state like Punjab where 
hundreds of girls in government 
schools still do not have access to 
sanitary napkins.

Delhi: Waterlogging 
hits Violet Line 
services

Pune.Over a year after the Union Budget 
2018 gave Farmer Producer Companies 
(FPCs) a five-year tax holiday, their 
performance in Maharashtra shows that the 
central government’s step hasn’t helped 
them much as, of the 1,696 registered FPCs 
in Maharashtra, 1,048 have either reported 
no business or were found to be non-
functional.Formed by farmers, the FPCs 
are companies registered under the 
Company’s Act by farmers. These 
professionally-managed firms were 
expected to take the place of cooperative 
bodies which, over the years, have become 
either redundant or too politicised to 
work.Recognising the importance of the 
FPCs in the agri-ecosystem, the 2018 
budget had tried to give them a boost by 
announcing a five-year tax holiday. The 
central government had hoped that this 
would ensure these grassroot-level 
companies expand their activities and 
explore newer business avenues.A survey, 
conducted by the Department of 
Agriculture, took into consideration the 
1,696 FPCs that are registered with 
government bodies like the World Bank 
sponsored-Maharashtra Agriculture 
Competitiveness Project, which has been 
completed, Small Farmers Agribusiness 
Consortium and NABARD, among others. 
The survey studied the FPCs, the 
commodities they deal with and their 
turnover.Data showed that of the 1,696 
FPCs, 308 were found to be non-functional 
and 740 were found to have either not 
reported any turnover or reported a turnover 
of 0. Of the remaining FPCs, 204 had 
reported turnover between Rs 10 and Rs 50 
lakh per year, while 135 had reported 
turnover between Rs 7 and Rs 10 lakh. Only 
104 FPCs have reported a turnover above 
Rs 50 lakh. Aurangabad had reported the 
highest number of non-working FPCs, 45, 
while Pune had reported the highest number 
of FPCs which have reported 0 or no 
turnover, 99.

On an average, almost 50 per cent of the 
registered FPCs in any district have either 
been shut down or failed to report their 
turnover.The data poses several questions 
about the functioning and the condition of 
FPCs in Maharashtra. Yogesh Thorat, 
managing director of the MahaFPC — the 
umbrella body of the FPCs in the state — 
said almost 50 per cent of the registered 
FPCs in the state were being taken care of 
by a government body. “Unfortunately, 
once the hand-holding process ended, they 
are at a loss about their next step. For the 
other half, lack of any direction has affected 
their growth as they were not clear about 
their business plan,” he said.

Pune doctor says was forced to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ during 

morning walk in Delhi
Pune Dr Arun Gadre, a Pune-based occurred. Regardless of one’s 

gynaecologist who visited Delhi religion or caste, people should not 
earlier this week, was allegedly be harassed in such a manner and it 
accosted by a group of men and is crucial that the government and 
forced to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ while political parties ensure that not a 
he was on a morning walk in the single person ever faces such a 
capital.Gadre, 61, who came back situation,” he said.He has not filed 
to Pune on Tuesday, told The a police complaint over the 
Indian Express that he was incident as, said Gadre, he didn’t 
“shocked” when the group, “suffer any grievous physical 
comprising four to five persons, injuries”.“Moreover, I will never 
stopped him while he was on his be able to identify any of these 
morning walk and directed him to men, but this incident is a lesson to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’.“I must have all of us as a society to let everyone 
muttered the words but they again coexist peacefully,” he said.The 
asked me to shout it loudly… ‘Jai doctor said in the last two days, he 
Shri Ram’… and that’s when I has received several messages 
walked away,” he said. The from well-wishers who have 
incident took place near Jantar expressed their support and 
Mantar in central Delhi early on condemned the incident.Gadre is 
Sunday, said Gadre.He had made a also the president of the Alliance of 
brief stopover in Delhi on his way Doctors for Health Care and, 
to Bijnor in Uttar Pradesh and was inspired by Baba Amte, he has also 
staying at the YMCA near Jantar served in the tribal areas of 
Mantar.The doctor said he didn’t Maharashtra for the last 30 years.
think he was targeted for any Dr Abhijit More, health activist and 
specific reason. “I don’t think I was coordinator of the Aam Aadmi 
targeted or anything like that. Par ty ’s  Kothrud  assembly  
P e r h a p s  t h e s e  y o u n g s t e r s  segment, condemned the incident. 
randomly picked me up and “These incidents are of concern 
directed me to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’. and it is unfortunate that a doctor 
It was a quiet, peaceful morning who works for the welfare of the 
otherwise…,” said Gadre.“It was a masses was at the receiving end,” 
shock to me as not once in all my said More.
61 years has such an incident 

These professionally-managed 
firms were expected to take the 
place of cooperative bodies which, 
over the years, have become either 
redundant or too politicised to 
work.

Payal Tadvi, a second-year student of the Gynaecology and Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
Hospital, allegedly ended her life after facing "extreme harassment" and hearing casteist remarks.

PUBLIC NOTICE
   I AM HEREBY INFORMING TO THAT, 
MY CLIENT MR. RAMESH VITHOBA 
J A D H A V  ( P A N  C A R D  N O .  
ASGPJ0568E / AADHAR CARD NO. 
404990806631), Indian Inhabitant, 
Residing at NAVDURGA COMPLEX 
H.I.J. CO. OP. HSG. SOC. LTD., FLAT 
NO.  H /204 ,  SECOND FLOOR,  
admeasuring 54.18 Sq. Mtr., SURVEY 
NO. 58(old) / 208(new), HISSA NO. 6/2, 
admeasuring 0-30-3 H.R., SURVEY 
NO. 61(old) / 209(new), HISSA NO. 7, 
admeasuring 0-06-6 H.R., RAMU 
COMPOUND, VIRSAVARKAR ROAD, 
NEAR PARAS HOSPITAL, VIRAR – 
EAST, TAL – VASAI, DIST – PALGHAR -
401305. Do hereby solemnly stating 
that :-
      The Above Said flat NAVDURGA 
COMPLEX H.I.J. CO. OP. HSG. SOC. 
LTD., FLAT NO. H/204, SECOND 
FLOOR, my client jointly MR. 
RAMESH VITHOBA JADHAV had 
Purchased the said flat from the 
B u i l d e r  M / s .  G A U R I N A N D A N  

TH DEVELOPERS on the date 06
DECEMBER  2012 AND MADE THE 
SALE AGREEMENT IN THEIR NAME .
      The sale Agreement of above said 
flat NAVDURGA COMPLEX H.I.J. CO. 
OP. HSG. SOC. LTD., FLAT NO. H/204, 
SECOND FLOOR, had From this 
Notice we hereby informing that If 
anyone found the share certificate 
(share certificate no. 13), Union Bank 
Passbook, BMC ID Card (Water 
Supply DEPT) etc Please inform or 
contact on the address.
       And Also if anyone have objection 
about sale agreement on the above 
said flat then within 15 days of this 
notice give on writing letter to 
Advocate mention below. If within 15 
days when no one had given letter 
about any objection / complaint then it 
is understandable that no one has any 
objection about the above said flat 
and we hereby complete the process 
ahead.

Date :- 30/05/2019
ADV.NILAM NAGESH VETE
(ADVOCATE HIGH COURT)
M/S. ATHARVA ASSOCIATES
Vishnu Vihar Complex, Bldg no. 06,
Flat no. 01, Behind Snehanjali,
Manvel Pada Road, Virar – East, 
Tal – Vasai, Dist – Palghar -401305.
Contact No. :- 9768768645.

 DHANLAXMI COTEX LIMITED
Regd. Off. : 285,Princess Street, Chaturbhuj Jivandas House, 2nd Floor, Mumbai - 400 002.

CIN: L51100MH1987PLC042280
Extract of Standalone Annual Audited Financial Results for the quarter and year ended 31st March 2019

BSE Code: 512485

Note: The above is an extract of the detailed format of Quarter and half year ended
Financial Results filed with the Stock Exchanges under Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing
and Other Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015. The full format of the Quarter and
year ended Financial Results are available on the Stock Exchange website
(www.bseindia.com) and also on the Company’s website (www.dcl.net.in)

(Rs. in Lakhs)

Particulars
Corrosponding

year ended
on 31st

march 2018
(Audited)

Total income from operations 158.47 589.49 835.08 3179.47
Net Profit / (Loss) (before tax and/or
extraordinary items) 13.69 41.67 -194.67 106.74
Net Profit / (Loss) for the period
before tax (after Extraordinary items) 13.69 41.67 -194.67 106.74
Net Profit/ (Loss) after tax
(after extraordinary items) 13.69 41.67 -194.67 106.74
Total Comprehensive income for the
period [comprising profit/(loss) for the
period (after tax) and other
comprehensive income (after tax) ] 74.69 400.90 -425.35 506.10
Equity Share Capital 487.14 487.14 487.14 487.14
Reserves (excluding Revaluation
Reserve as shown in the Balance
Sheet of previous year) 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
Earnings Per Share (of 10/- each)
(for continuing and discontinued operations) 0.00 0.00
Basic : 0.28 0.75 -4.00 1.83
Diluted: 0.28 0.75 -4.00 1.83

Corrosponding
3 months

ended  31st
March 2018
(Audited)

Year to
date ended
31st March

2019
(Audited)

Quarter
Ended

31st  March
2019

(Audited)

Place : Mumbai.
Date: 29-05-2019

For Dhanlaxmi Cotex Limited
Sd/-

Ramautar S. Jhawar
Managing Director

PUBLIC NOTICE 

Date : 30/05/2019
Ajitkumar P. Gupta
Advocate High Court 

Notice is hereby given that Shri. Bhurilal 
Chitrabhuj Jain was the owner of Flat No. 203 on 
Second Floor in New Ganesh Krupa CHS Ltd., 
Situated at Navghar Cross Road No. 5(South), 
Bhayandar (E), Dist. Thane-401105 he expired 
on 22/10/2018 at Bhayandar, His Legal heirs. 
previous owner and M/s Sai Builders Between 
Mr. Nitin Krishna Gopal Gupta was expired on 
14/06/2011.  Mr. Geetesh Bhurilal Jain and Smt. 
Sarojaben Bhurilal Jain (Current) Owner has 
applied application for membership and transfer 
share certificate in her favour. her legal heirs 
have given N.O.C for transfer of  Share  
Certificate  in   favour of  Smt. Geetesh Bhurilal 
Jain and Smt. Sarojaben Bhurilal Jain in respect 
of above Flat premises.     
All the banks, financial institution, person etc. are 
hereby requested to intimate to my client/ 
Secretary of the society or to me as their counsel 
about any claim whatsoever regarding the 
Transfer of Share Certificate with sufficient proof 
within 14 days from this notice otherwise it will be 
treated that nothing objections or claim is their 
over it.

Office : 04, Sangam Apartment, Asha Nagar, 
Bhayandar (E), Dist. Thane - 401 105.

PUBLIC NOTICE 

Advocate, High Court, Mumbai

Off. No. 23, 1st Floor, Sunshine Height, 
Near Railway Station, Nallasopara (E),

R. L. MishraDate : 30/05/2019

NOTICE IS HEREBY given on behalf of my 
clients SMT. MANGALA D. GURAV & SHRI. 
AMIT D. GURAV are the joint owners of Flat No. 
A/102, First Floor, Hari Om Park Building “A” CO-
OP. HSG. SOC. LTD., Morivali, Ambernath (E), 
Dist-Thane-421501. My clients have lost the 
Original Share Certificate bearing Share 
Certificate No. 6 bearing distinctive Nos. from 26 
to 30 in respect of the above said flat premises. 
Any person/s of any claim objection of 
whatsoever nature may get it to the notice of the 
said society and should intimate the same in 
writing to me directly or to my clients at the above 
address within 14 days from the receipt of the 
publication notice in the newspaper.

Note: The above is an extract of the detailed format of Quarterly/Annual Financial Results filed
with the Stock Exchanges under Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing and Other Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations, 2015. The full formats of the Quarterly Results are available on
the Stock Exchange websites. (www.binayaktex.com) and Stock Exchange (www.bseindia.com)

Total income from operations (net) 263.91 296.77 146.90
Net Profit / (Loss) from ordinary activities after tax 28.12 3.57 (4.66)
Net Profit / (Loss) for the period after tax
(after Extraordinary items) 28.12 3.57 (4.66)
Equity Share Capital 1997.01 1997.01 1997.01
Reserves (excluding Revaluation Reserve as shown
in the Balance Sheet of previous year) 369.35 369.35 369.35
Earnings Per Share (before extraordinary items)
(of ` 10/- each)
Basic : 0.14 0.02 (0.12)
Diluted:
Earnings Per Share (after extraordinary items)
(of ` 10/- each) 0.14 0.02 (0.12)
Basic :
Diluted :

Yours Faithfully
For VISION CORPORATION LIMITED

Sd/-
(Mr. Ashok Kumar Mishra)

Managing Director
DIN - 00571792

Place: Mumbai
Date : 29.05.2019

Particulars

Quarter
Ending

31.03.2019

VISION CORPORATION LIMITED

CIN: L24224MH1995PLC086135
REGD OFFICE: 2/A 2ND FLOOR, CITI MALL, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400053

TEL NO: 6725 5361 EMAIL ID info@visioncorpltd.com and WEBSITE: www.visioncorpltd.com
EXTRACT OF STANDALONE AUDITED FINANCIAL RESULT FOR THE QUARTER AND YEAR ENDNED

31st MARCH 2019
Annexure XI

Format for Newspaper Publishing Purpose (Standalone/Consolidated)

Year to date
Figures/
Previous

Year ending

Corresponding
3 months

ended in the
previous

year

(Rs. In Lakhs)

NEWS BOX

They don’t bleed, but boys at this Punjab 
village school have special period

NATIONAL

accused – Ahuja and Khandelwal – will not let her complete the New Delhi Three doctors accused of 
were absconding. Denying charges year. “She cried every day. She abetting the suicide of Dr Payal 
of harassment, the doctors in a said the complaint to the unit Tadvi in Mumbai were arrested on 
l e t t e r  t o  the  Maharash t r a  head yielded no response from Wednesday. Tadvi, a second-year 
Association of Resident Doctors the hospital. Instead, the student of the Gynaecology and 
(MARD) wrote ,  “If  heavy torture increased every day,” Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
workload is given the name of said Abeda.Hospital, allegedly ended her life 
ragging, then we all have been after facing “extreme harassment” The family also claimed that 
r a g g e d . ” A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  and hearing casteist remarks. P a y a l  o v e r h e a r d  a  
preliminary investigation, hours conversation among the three The three seniors, Dr Hema Ahuja, 
before her death, Tadvi was authorities at least thrice, but no seniors in which they referred Dr Ankita Khandelwal and Dr 
scolded in the operation theatre in action was taken.The family claims to her and allegedly said that “these Bhakti Mehare will be produced in 
front of other staff and patients and that for two days after a verbal caste people don’t know anything” a court on Wednesday. All of them 
was seen crying as she left. Payal’s complaint was made on May 13 by and that “she got admission have been named in the FIR filed 
husband Salman and mother Abida Payal’s husband Dr Salman Tadvi through caste quota”.under the SC/ST (Prevention of 
Salim alleged that the seniors to unit head Dr Y I Ching Ling, the Atrocities) Act, IPC sections for Hospital dean Dr R N Bharmal, 
harassed her for getting admission three seniors did not talk to her. On a b e t m e n t  t o  s u i c i d e  a n d  meanwhile, has claimed that he 
through Scheduled Tribe (ST) the third day, one of them allegedly Maharashtra Prohibition of was “never informed about this 
reservation, and also questioned threw a file at her and rebuked her Ragging Act, 1999. case”. He added, “We have an anti-
her skills. They claim she had for “shoddy” work. The next day, ragging cell but sadly she (Tadvi) While police arrested Mehare late 
complained to senior hospital they allegedly threatened that they did not approach it.”Tuesday afternoon, the other two 

Payal Tadvi suicide: Three doctors accused 
of harassing medical student arrested New Delhi  Unable to cope with a 

woman’s refusal of his marriage 
proposal, a 24-year-old man 
allegedly kidnapped her father 
from Dwarka early Sunday 
morning.  Police arrested 
Sanjeev Gill, a delivery agent 
with an online retailer, from 
Mathura Junction railway 
station in UP Monday morning 
and rescued the woman’s father 
as well.

Pol ice  sa id  the  man was  
kidnapped around 3 am on 
Sunday, from outside his work 
place in Dwarka’s Old Palam 
Road, by four men who pulled 
up in a white car.“The woman’s 
father lives in Delhi while the 
rest of the family, including the 
woman, moved to Bhopal two-
three months ago because Gill 
kept troubling her,” said a police 
officer.DCP (Dwarka) Anto 
Alphonse said, “The victim’s 
daughter received calls from 
two different mobile numbers… 
her father, who was on the line, 
said he was in Sonepat and 
advised her to marry one 
‘Sanju’, as he is a good boy.” It 
was this conversation that led 
the woman to suspect that her 
father had been kidnapped by 
Gill.Alphons said the mobile 
numbers were put under 
surveillance and traced to 
Baraut in UP. “The accused kept 
changing his location; he was 
finally traced to Mathura and 
a r r e s t e d , ”  s a i d  
Alphonse.According to a police 
officer, “Gill and the woman 
were due to get married, but it 
was called off as she suspected 
he was cheating on her.”When 
Gill kept pressuring the woman 
and her family to agree to the 
wedding, the woman’s father 
insisted the family move to 
Bhopal, where they hail from. 
“During investigation, the 
woman told us that Gill 
threatened to shoot her brother if 
she didn’t marry him… he 
texted her all this,” said a police 
officer, who was a part of the 
team, led by SHO Dwarka North 
police station Sanjay Kumar, 
which arrested the accused.

Waste segregation at source level: Chandigarh Municipal 
Corporation yet to complete arrangements

drive is likely to start with has been given the tender to supply Chandigarh.  With three days left to 
low enthusiasm as the the vehicles. We will outsource 110 start segregation of waste at source 
required manpower is still employees. The process of hiring level in Chandigarh, the Municipal 
pending. We will face a the people was struck due to the Corporation is yet to make all the 
tough time in the 13 villages, imposing of Model Code of necessary arrangements and 
which were recently brought Conduct. The drive on June 1 will difference between the door-to-door 
under the umbrella of start in a simple manner but I am collectors of waste is yet to resolve.  
Municipal Corporation. confident it will gain the pace Meanwhile ,  the  process  of  
Lakhs of dustbins were shortly.” The 55 attended areas are procurement of the 99 desired 
already distributed to local in which door-to-door collection of vehicles and the hiring of 110 

is making all the arrangements for residents in the view of segregation garbage is not being followed.persons on the outsourcing level is 
starting the process, we are yet to of waste.”u n d e r  p i p e l i n e . T h e  U T  As per the undertaking submitted in 
receive commitment of full administration has submitted M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n  N G T,  D e l h i ,  C h a n d i g a r h  
cooperation from door-to-door anundertaking before National Commissioner, Kamal Kishore administration decided to cover the 
collector of garbage and waste. Green Tribunal stating that Yadav, said, “We are in the process entire city under the segregation of 
These collectors are opposing the segregation at source level will start of procuring 99 vehicles including waste at source level till September 
move of segregation of waste since f r o m J u n e  1 .   S p e c i a l  55 unattended areas within 2019.  Once the wastes are 
the beginning. The role of door-to-Commissioner, Sanjay Kumar Jha, Chandigarh and 44 for 13 villages segregated at the source level, there 
door garbage collectors is important to ld  Chandigarh  Newsl ine ,  for picking the garbage from there is no need to segregate them at the 
in this drive.”Sources said, “The “Though the sanitation department in the segregation mode. A company dumping ground-38.

Chandigarh. We can challan all Chandigarh The intensive challan 
auto-rickshaws for violating drives against auto-rickshaws 
t r a f f i c  r u l e s  a n d  (three-wheelers), conducted by 
permits.”ccording to Mohali’s State Transport Authority (STA) 
Transport Department, 13,200 and UT Traffic Police, has failed 
auto-rickshaws have been to put the increasing number of 
registered in Mohali, and 5,000 autos in the city under the ambit of 
in Panchkula.Harman Sidhu, a law. The recent instruction issued 
road safety expert, said, “There by Punjab and Haryana High 

UT Traffic Police separately. STA is not a single entry and exit point C o u r t  t o  C h a n d i g a r h  
alone has challaned 488 autos, of Chandigarh, where you will not Administration regarding the 
including those registered with find unregulated and long queues formulation of a regulatory policy 
Tricity, for various traffic of autos. These queues encroach to keep a check on the increasing 
violations. Chandigarh Traffic upon cycle tracks and pedestrian numbers of autos (three-wheelers) 
Police has challaned 6,648 autos paths. They are rashly driven and in city has, in fact, raised a matter 
and impounded 241 autos for the stop the auto-rickshaws in the of concern.The STA, which 
various traffic offenses.STA, middle of the road just to pick up stopped registration of new three-
Secretary, Harjeet Singh Sandhu, passengers. This invites road wheelers in Chandigarh due to 
s a i d ,  “ We  h a v e  s t o p p e d  accidents. Despite the fact that in their sheer number (6,000), passed 
registration of new autos in Chandigarh, registration of new the buck to neighbouring cities of 
C h a n d i g a r h .  We  a r e  n o t  autos has stopped, people Mohali and Panchkula for 
authorised to register new autos if continue to purchase autos and run managing the hectic presence of 
6,000 auto-rickshaws have these on road with temporary autos. Despite this, road safety 
already been registered in the city. registration numbes.”A senior experts maintain that it is the 
The real  problem is  that  traffic police officer said, “We responsibility of local authorities 
neighbouring cities of Panchkula regularly challan autos for to kep a tab on this menace.
and Mohali have no bar on the violation of traffic rules. The As many as 7,136 autos, including 
number of autos they register. We challan drive is still going on and those bearing Chandigarh, 
challan autos bearing other states’ is being conducted by Chandigarh P a n c h k u l a  a n d  H a r y a n a  
number plates also. There is no Traffic Police. The challans were registration numbers, have been 
rule that can prevent the entry of issued for not wearing uniform, challaned in the city since January 
autos registered with other states, lack of all necesary documents, 1 to May 15 in this year alone. 
including Haryana and Punjab, in etc.On May 25.Challans were issued by STA and 

No regulatory policy, Haryana, 
Punjab autos make a killing

Delhi: Rejected by 
woman, man kidnaps 
her father, arrested

“leaders” at his school’s Menstrual other boys and this is how chain goes on 
Hygiene Club.This club is at the centre of a to bring that attitude change. In two 
silent revolution that is taking place at years only, a lot of change is already 
Government High School at a small village visible….”Now boys do not make fun 
Garlon Bet in district Nawanshahr of girls when she is in pain or gets her 
(Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar). Here period in class. Instead, they help her in 
menstruation has become a gender- getting pad… Boys advise girls to have 
inclusive topic and boys are not only healthy food and take rest…,” she 
becoming a part of the ‘period’ added.
discussions, but also leading an awareness Raju (16), a Class 10 student and one of 
campaign on hygiene and usage of sanitary the leaders, said that he has two sisters 
pads. The school has 168 students of which and earlier he did not know anything and sisters back home.
at least 90 are girls.The initiative, started about periods. “Initially, I felt a little Ludhiana  Sixteen-year old Sparsh, a Class The change that this initiative has brought in by their teacher and in all likelihood the awkward when all this was discussed in 10 student, does not shy away from talking the attitude o boys is heartening, a teacher only one of its kind at a government school class as girls were also sitting there. But about ‘menstruation’ or ‘periods’ and what said.Pardeep Kaur, the teacher who is in the state, is seen as path-breaking in state now I don’t. Girls must use pads only.. We his female classmates go through once a leading this initiative at the school, said like Punjab where hundreds of girls in are also taking out rallies in our village to month for four to five days. As he speaks, that she started the awareness drive with government schools still do not have tell other women that pads must be used not he also gives out some advise. just two boys in 2017.“Boys used to giggle access to sanitary napkins. Further, the dirty cloth..,” said Raju, a farmer’s son.“Girls should eat healthy food. They should and laugh. It wasn’t easy. Girls used to feel topic is still a taboo and even girls do not Navjot Singh (16), another club member, take rest and boys should treat them nicely.. shy asking for napkin and would say they talk about it openly.On Tuesday, as the told The Indian Express that his mother Girls feel pain too. They must not use need a ‘toffee’. Boys would call it a ‘biscuit school observed Menstrual Hygiene (MH) was happy that he was part of such an cloth; only a sanitary pad, otherwise it can packet’. So, at least that code language is Day, which is observed worldwide on May initiative.“A (sanitary) pad has to be lead to infections. Even uterus cancer. gone now and students confidently say 28, boys drew posters on the topic and also disposed off properly too otherwise it can Ladkiyon ke saath koi bhed-bhaav nahi ‘pads’ or ‘napkins’ without any wore ‘Period Bands’ on their wrists along lead to infection to others. I am not hesitant hona chahiye. Aur mera ya maanna hai ki shame…We have five boys as leaders in with girls. The bands had 23 white pearls to talk about periods with my mother or periods ke baare mein baat karna koi Menstrual Hygiene Club who also attend and five red pearls to make students classmates now. My mother is happy that I sharam wali baat nahi hai.. ye to natural monthly meetings and discuss problems understand the menstrual cycle frequency. am a part of this initiative. We must allow hai.. (There should be no discrimination with girls. We have worked hard on making Five boys who are the ‘leaders’ (to talk girls to take rest and not laugh if they stain against girls. I believe there is no shame in it a gender-inclusive topic in our school. about menstruation with other boys and their clothes. We should ask if they need talking about periods because it is These five boys (three from Class X and take chain forward), were also gifted help.”natural)..,” says Sparsh, one of the two from Class 8) further discuss it with sanitary pads to gift them to their mothers 

‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police 
Annamalai quits, may 
join politics
Bengaluru. Deputy Commissioner of 

Police (Bengaluru South) K Annamalai, 
who is popularly known as ‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police, resigned from his post 
on Tuesday. Annamalai, a native of Karur 
in Tamil Nadu, is a 2011-batch Karnataka 
cadre IPS officer.While there is a 
speculation that he could take a plunge in 
politics, in a letter addressed to his friends 
and well-wishers, he has not revealed any 
such plan. The letter is available on social 
media.

Annamalai’s colleague and Director 
General of Police, Railways (Bangalore 
region) D Roopa Moudgil, in a tweet, 
however, said that Annamalai will enter 
politics. “Spoke to Annamalai, IPS 
.@DCPSouthBCP. He has tendered 
resignation today. He is plunging into 
politics. It requires guts, boldness to leave 
cushy, secure , hard earned IPS job. Its 
heartening to see such achievers n 
youngsters diving into politics. Wishing 
him all the best.”

Annamalai, in his letter, said that the 
decision (to resign) was well-thought out 
for over six-months’ time. “Last year, my 
visit to Kailash Mansarovar was an eye-
opener as it helped me see my priorities in 
life better. Madhukar Shetty sir’s death in 
a way made me to re-examine my own 
life,” he stated in the letter.Madhukar 
Shetty, a Karnataka cadre IPS officer, 
passed away on December 2018 in 
Hyderabad where he was being treated for 
swine flu.Annamalai has also written 
about his future plans in the letter. “For 
people who are speculating what next for 
me. I’m too small a man to have lofty 
ambitions. I just wanted to take some time 
out and enjoy those small things in life 
which I had missed out, be a good father to 
my son, who deserves every bit of my time 
as he is fast growing up, get into farming 
back home and see whether my sheep still 
listens to me as I’m no more a cop now.”

Annamalai began his career as ASP of 
Karkala sub-division in 2013, before 
b e c o m i n g  S P  o f  U d u p i  a n d  
Chikkamagaluru districts. He is known as 
an upright and strict officer. During his 
transfer from Udupi district, people in the 
district had protested his transfer.

Over 1,000 FPCs in 
Maharashtra non-
functional or report 
zero business

New Delhi  Days after a technical fault in 
the Delhi Metro’s Yellow Line led to 
chaos, services were impacted on a 
portion of the Violet Line on Saturday 
morning due to “waterlogging”.

Train services from Mandi House to 
Kashmere Gate were operated on a single 
line from 11.25 am to 11.50 am due to a 
minor signalling issue.

A statement from the Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation (DMRC) read, “In the 
morning, some water-logging was also 

The initiative, started by their 
teacher and in all likelihood the only 
one of its kind at a government 
school in the state, is seen as path-
breaking in state like Punjab where 
hundreds of girls in government 
schools still do not have access to 
sanitary napkins.

Delhi: Waterlogging 
hits Violet Line 
services

Pune.Over a year after the Union Budget 
2018 gave Farmer Producer Companies 
(FPCs) a five-year tax holiday, their 
performance in Maharashtra shows that the 
central government’s step hasn’t helped 
them much as, of the 1,696 registered FPCs 
in Maharashtra, 1,048 have either reported 
no business or were found to be non-
functional.Formed by farmers, the FPCs 
are companies registered under the 
Company’s Act by farmers. These 
professionally-managed firms were 
expected to take the place of cooperative 
bodies which, over the years, have become 
either redundant or too politicised to 
work.Recognising the importance of the 
FPCs in the agri-ecosystem, the 2018 
budget had tried to give them a boost by 
announcing a five-year tax holiday. The 
central government had hoped that this 
would ensure these grassroot-level 
companies expand their activities and 
explore newer business avenues.A survey, 
conducted by the Department of 
Agriculture, took into consideration the 
1,696 FPCs that are registered with 
government bodies like the World Bank 
sponsored-Maharashtra Agriculture 
Competitiveness Project, which has been 
completed, Small Farmers Agribusiness 
Consortium and NABARD, among others. 
The survey studied the FPCs, the 
commodities they deal with and their 
turnover.Data showed that of the 1,696 
FPCs, 308 were found to be non-functional 
and 740 were found to have either not 
reported any turnover or reported a turnover 
of 0. Of the remaining FPCs, 204 had 
reported turnover between Rs 10 and Rs 50 
lakh per year, while 135 had reported 
turnover between Rs 7 and Rs 10 lakh. Only 
104 FPCs have reported a turnover above 
Rs 50 lakh. Aurangabad had reported the 
highest number of non-working FPCs, 45, 
while Pune had reported the highest number 
of FPCs which have reported 0 or no 
turnover, 99.

On an average, almost 50 per cent of the 
registered FPCs in any district have either 
been shut down or failed to report their 
turnover.The data poses several questions 
about the functioning and the condition of 
FPCs in Maharashtra. Yogesh Thorat, 
managing director of the MahaFPC — the 
umbrella body of the FPCs in the state — 
said almost 50 per cent of the registered 
FPCs in the state were being taken care of 
by a government body. “Unfortunately, 
once the hand-holding process ended, they 
are at a loss about their next step. For the 
other half, lack of any direction has affected 
their growth as they were not clear about 
their business plan,” he said.

Pune doctor says was forced to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ during 

morning walk in Delhi
Pune Dr Arun Gadre, a Pune-based occurred. Regardless of one’s 

gynaecologist who visited Delhi religion or caste, people should not 
earlier this week, was allegedly be harassed in such a manner and it 
accosted by a group of men and is crucial that the government and 
forced to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ while political parties ensure that not a 
he was on a morning walk in the single person ever faces such a 
capital.Gadre, 61, who came back situation,” he said.He has not filed 
to Pune on Tuesday, told The a police complaint over the 
Indian Express that he was incident as, said Gadre, he didn’t 
“shocked” when the group, “suffer any grievous physical 
comprising four to five persons, injuries”.“Moreover, I will never 
stopped him while he was on his be able to identify any of these 
morning walk and directed him to men, but this incident is a lesson to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’.“I must have all of us as a society to let everyone 
muttered the words but they again coexist peacefully,” he said.The 
asked me to shout it loudly… ‘Jai doctor said in the last two days, he 
Shri Ram’… and that’s when I has received several messages 
walked away,” he said. The from well-wishers who have 
incident took place near Jantar expressed their support and 
Mantar in central Delhi early on condemned the incident.Gadre is 
Sunday, said Gadre.He had made a also the president of the Alliance of 
brief stopover in Delhi on his way Doctors for Health Care and, 
to Bijnor in Uttar Pradesh and was inspired by Baba Amte, he has also 
staying at the YMCA near Jantar served in the tribal areas of 
Mantar.The doctor said he didn’t Maharashtra for the last 30 years.
think he was targeted for any Dr Abhijit More, health activist and 
specific reason. “I don’t think I was coordinator of the Aam Aadmi 
targeted or anything like that. Par ty ’s  Kothrud  assembly  
P e r h a p s  t h e s e  y o u n g s t e r s  segment, condemned the incident. 
randomly picked me up and “These incidents are of concern 
directed me to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’. and it is unfortunate that a doctor 
It was a quiet, peaceful morning who works for the welfare of the 
otherwise…,” said Gadre.“It was a masses was at the receiving end,” 
shock to me as not once in all my said More.
61 years has such an incident 

These professionally-managed 
firms were expected to take the 
place of cooperative bodies which, 
over the years, have become either 
redundant or too politicised to 
work.

Payal Tadvi, a second-year student of the Gynaecology and Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
Hospital, allegedly ended her life after facing "extreme harassment" and hearing casteist remarks.

NEWS BOX

They don’t bleed, but boys at this Punjab 
village school have special period

NATIONAL

accused – Ahuja and Khandelwal – will not let her complete the New Delhi Three doctors accused of 
were absconding. Denying charges year. “She cried every day. She abetting the suicide of Dr Payal 
of harassment, the doctors in a said the complaint to the unit Tadvi in Mumbai were arrested on 
l e t t e r  t o  the  Maharash t r a  head yielded no response from Wednesday. Tadvi, a second-year 
Association of Resident Doctors the hospital. Instead, the student of the Gynaecology and 
(MARD) wrote ,  “If  heavy torture increased every day,” Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
workload is given the name of said Abeda.Hospital, allegedly ended her life 
ragging, then we all have been after facing “extreme harassment” The family also claimed that 
r a g g e d . ” A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  and hearing casteist remarks. P a y a l  o v e r h e a r d  a  
preliminary investigation, hours conversation among the three The three seniors, Dr Hema Ahuja, 
before her death, Tadvi was authorities at least thrice, but no seniors in which they referred Dr Ankita Khandelwal and Dr 
scolded in the operation theatre in action was taken.The family claims to her and allegedly said that “these Bhakti Mehare will be produced in 
front of other staff and patients and that for two days after a verbal caste people don’t know anything” a court on Wednesday. All of them 
was seen crying as she left. Payal’s complaint was made on May 13 by and that “she got admission have been named in the FIR filed 
husband Salman and mother Abida Payal’s husband Dr Salman Tadvi through caste quota”.under the SC/ST (Prevention of 
Salim alleged that the seniors to unit head Dr Y I Ching Ling, the Atrocities) Act, IPC sections for Hospital dean Dr R N Bharmal, 
harassed her for getting admission three seniors did not talk to her. On a b e t m e n t  t o  s u i c i d e  a n d  meanwhile, has claimed that he 
through Scheduled Tribe (ST) the third day, one of them allegedly Maharashtra Prohibition of was “never informed about this 
reservation, and also questioned threw a file at her and rebuked her Ragging Act, 1999. case”. He added, “We have an anti-
her skills. They claim she had for “shoddy” work. The next day, ragging cell but sadly she (Tadvi) While police arrested Mehare late 
complained to senior hospital they allegedly threatened that they did not approach it.”Tuesday afternoon, the other two 

Payal Tadvi suicide: Three doctors accused 
of harassing medical student arrested New Delhi  Unable to cope with a 

woman’s refusal of his marriage 
proposal, a 24-year-old man 
allegedly kidnapped her father 
from Dwarka early Sunday 
morning.  Police arrested 
Sanjeev Gill, a delivery agent 
with an online retailer, from 
Mathura Junction railway 
station in UP Monday morning 
and rescued the woman’s father 
as well.

Pol ice  sa id  the  man was  
kidnapped around 3 am on 
Sunday, from outside his work 
place in Dwarka’s Old Palam 
Road, by four men who pulled 
up in a white car.“The woman’s 
father lives in Delhi while the 
rest of the family, including the 
woman, moved to Bhopal two-
three months ago because Gill 
kept troubling her,” said a police 
officer.DCP (Dwarka) Anto 
Alphonse said, “The victim’s 
daughter received calls from 
two different mobile numbers… 
her father, who was on the line, 
said he was in Sonepat and 
advised her to marry one 
‘Sanju’, as he is a good boy.” It 
was this conversation that led 
the woman to suspect that her 
father had been kidnapped by 
Gill.Alphons said the mobile 
numbers were put under 
surveillance and traced to 
Baraut in UP. “The accused kept 
changing his location; he was 
finally traced to Mathura and 
a r r e s t e d , ”  s a i d  
Alphonse.According to a police 
officer, “Gill and the woman 
were due to get married, but it 
was called off as she suspected 
he was cheating on her.”When 
Gill kept pressuring the woman 
and her family to agree to the 
wedding, the woman’s father 
insisted the family move to 
Bhopal, where they hail from. 
“During investigation, the 
woman told us that Gill 
threatened to shoot her brother if 
she didn’t marry him… he 
texted her all this,” said a police 
officer, who was a part of the 
team, led by SHO Dwarka North 
police station Sanjay Kumar, 
which arrested the accused.

Waste segregation at source level: Chandigarh Municipal 
Corporation yet to complete arrangements

drive is likely to start with has been given the tender to supply Chandigarh.  With three days left to 
low enthusiasm as the the vehicles. We will outsource 110 start segregation of waste at source 
required manpower is still employees. The process of hiring level in Chandigarh, the Municipal 
pending. We will face a the people was struck due to the Corporation is yet to make all the 
tough time in the 13 villages, imposing of Model Code of necessary arrangements and 
which were recently brought Conduct. The drive on June 1 will difference between the door-to-door 
under the umbrella of start in a simple manner but I am collectors of waste is yet to resolve.  
Municipal Corporation. confident it will gain the pace Meanwhile ,  the  process  of  
Lakhs of dustbins were shortly.” The 55 attended areas are procurement of the 99 desired 
already distributed to local in which door-to-door collection of vehicles and the hiring of 110 

is making all the arrangements for residents in the view of segregation garbage is not being followed.persons on the outsourcing level is 
starting the process, we are yet to of waste.”u n d e r  p i p e l i n e . T h e  U T  As per the undertaking submitted in 
receive commitment of full administration has submitted M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n  N G T,  D e l h i ,  C h a n d i g a r h  
cooperation from door-to-door anundertaking before National Commissioner, Kamal Kishore administration decided to cover the 
collector of garbage and waste. Green Tribunal stating that Yadav, said, “We are in the process entire city under the segregation of 
These collectors are opposing the segregation at source level will start of procuring 99 vehicles including waste at source level till September 
move of segregation of waste since f r o m J u n e  1 .   S p e c i a l  55 unattended areas within 2019.  Once the wastes are 
the beginning. The role of door-to-Commissioner, Sanjay Kumar Jha, Chandigarh and 44 for 13 villages segregated at the source level, there 
door garbage collectors is important to ld  Chandigarh  Newsl ine ,  for picking the garbage from there is no need to segregate them at the 
in this drive.”Sources said, “The “Though the sanitation department in the segregation mode. A company dumping ground-38.

Chandigarh. We can challan all Chandigarh The intensive challan 
auto-rickshaws for violating drives against auto-rickshaws 
t r a f f i c  r u l e s  a n d  (three-wheelers), conducted by 
permits.”ccording to Mohali’s State Transport Authority (STA) 
Transport Department, 13,200 and UT Traffic Police, has failed 
auto-rickshaws have been to put the increasing number of 
registered in Mohali, and 5,000 autos in the city under the ambit of 
in Panchkula.Harman Sidhu, a law. The recent instruction issued 
road safety expert, said, “There by Punjab and Haryana High 

UT Traffic Police separately. STA is not a single entry and exit point C o u r t  t o  C h a n d i g a r h  
alone has challaned 488 autos, of Chandigarh, where you will not Administration regarding the 
including those registered with find unregulated and long queues formulation of a regulatory policy 
Tricity, for various traffic of autos. These queues encroach to keep a check on the increasing 
violations. Chandigarh Traffic upon cycle tracks and pedestrian numbers of autos (three-wheelers) 
Police has challaned 6,648 autos paths. They are rashly driven and in city has, in fact, raised a matter 
and impounded 241 autos for the stop the auto-rickshaws in the of concern.The STA, which 
various traffic offenses.STA, middle of the road just to pick up stopped registration of new three-
Secretary, Harjeet Singh Sandhu, passengers. This invites road wheelers in Chandigarh due to 
s a i d ,  “ We  h a v e  s t o p p e d  accidents. Despite the fact that in their sheer number (6,000), passed 
registration of new autos in Chandigarh, registration of new the buck to neighbouring cities of 
C h a n d i g a r h .  We  a r e  n o t  autos has stopped, people Mohali and Panchkula for 
authorised to register new autos if continue to purchase autos and run managing the hectic presence of 
6,000 auto-rickshaws have these on road with temporary autos. Despite this, road safety 
already been registered in the city. registration numbes.”A senior experts maintain that it is the 
The real  problem is  that  traffic police officer said, “We responsibility of local authorities 
neighbouring cities of Panchkula regularly challan autos for to kep a tab on this menace.
and Mohali have no bar on the violation of traffic rules. The As many as 7,136 autos, including 
number of autos they register. We challan drive is still going on and those bearing Chandigarh, 
challan autos bearing other states’ is being conducted by Chandigarh P a n c h k u l a  a n d  H a r y a n a  
number plates also. There is no Traffic Police. The challans were registration numbers, have been 
rule that can prevent the entry of issued for not wearing uniform, challaned in the city since January 
autos registered with other states, lack of all necesary documents, 1 to May 15 in this year alone. 
including Haryana and Punjab, in etc.On May 25.Challans were issued by STA and 

No regulatory policy, Haryana, 
Punjab autos make a killing

Delhi: Rejected by 
woman, man kidnaps 
her father, arrested

“leaders” at his school’s Menstrual other boys and this is how chain goes on 
Hygiene Club.This club is at the centre of a to bring that attitude change. In two 
silent revolution that is taking place at years only, a lot of change is already 
Government High School at a small village visible….”Now boys do not make fun 
Garlon Bet in district Nawanshahr of girls when she is in pain or gets her 
(Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar). Here period in class. Instead, they help her in 
menstruation has become a gender- getting pad… Boys advise girls to have 
inclusive topic and boys are not only healthy food and take rest…,” she 
becoming a part of the ‘period’ added.
discussions, but also leading an awareness Raju (16), a Class 10 student and one of 
campaign on hygiene and usage of sanitary the leaders, said that he has two sisters 
pads. The school has 168 students of which and earlier he did not know anything and sisters back home.
at least 90 are girls.The initiative, started about periods. “Initially, I felt a little Ludhiana  Sixteen-year old Sparsh, a Class The change that this initiative has brought in by their teacher and in all likelihood the awkward when all this was discussed in 10 student, does not shy away from talking the attitude o boys is heartening, a teacher only one of its kind at a government school class as girls were also sitting there. But about ‘menstruation’ or ‘periods’ and what said.Pardeep Kaur, the teacher who is in the state, is seen as path-breaking in state now I don’t. Girls must use pads only.. We his female classmates go through once a leading this initiative at the school, said like Punjab where hundreds of girls in are also taking out rallies in our village to month for four to five days. As he speaks, that she started the awareness drive with government schools still do not have tell other women that pads must be used not he also gives out some advise. just two boys in 2017.“Boys used to giggle access to sanitary napkins. Further, the dirty cloth..,” said Raju, a farmer’s son.“Girls should eat healthy food. They should and laugh. It wasn’t easy. Girls used to feel topic is still a taboo and even girls do not Navjot Singh (16), another club member, take rest and boys should treat them nicely.. shy asking for napkin and would say they talk about it openly.On Tuesday, as the told The Indian Express that his mother Girls feel pain too. They must not use need a ‘toffee’. Boys would call it a ‘biscuit school observed Menstrual Hygiene (MH) was happy that he was part of such an cloth; only a sanitary pad, otherwise it can packet’. So, at least that code language is Day, which is observed worldwide on May initiative.“A (sanitary) pad has to be lead to infections. Even uterus cancer. gone now and students confidently say 28, boys drew posters on the topic and also disposed off properly too otherwise it can Ladkiyon ke saath koi bhed-bhaav nahi ‘pads’ or ‘napkins’ without any wore ‘Period Bands’ on their wrists along lead to infection to others. I am not hesitant hona chahiye. Aur mera ya maanna hai ki shame…We have five boys as leaders in with girls. The bands had 23 white pearls to talk about periods with my mother or periods ke baare mein baat karna koi Menstrual Hygiene Club who also attend and five red pearls to make students classmates now. My mother is happy that I sharam wali baat nahi hai.. ye to natural monthly meetings and discuss problems understand the menstrual cycle frequency. am a part of this initiative. We must allow hai.. (There should be no discrimination with girls. We have worked hard on making Five boys who are the ‘leaders’ (to talk girls to take rest and not laugh if they stain against girls. I believe there is no shame in it a gender-inclusive topic in our school. about menstruation with other boys and their clothes. We should ask if they need talking about periods because it is These five boys (three from Class X and take chain forward), were also gifted help.”natural)..,” says Sparsh, one of the two from Class 8) further discuss it with sanitary pads to gift them to their mothers 

‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police 
Annamalai quits, may 
join politics
Bengaluru. Deputy Commissioner of 

Police (Bengaluru South) K Annamalai, 
who is popularly known as ‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police, resigned from his post 
on Tuesday. Annamalai, a native of Karur 
in Tamil Nadu, is a 2011-batch Karnataka 
cadre IPS officer.While there is a 
speculation that he could take a plunge in 
politics, in a letter addressed to his friends 
and well-wishers, he has not revealed any 
such plan. The letter is available on social 
media.

Annamalai’s colleague and Director 
General of Police, Railways (Bangalore 
region) D Roopa Moudgil, in a tweet, 
however, said that Annamalai will enter 
politics. “Spoke to Annamalai, IPS 
.@DCPSouthBCP. He has tendered 
resignation today. He is plunging into 
politics. It requires guts, boldness to leave 
cushy, secure , hard earned IPS job. Its 
heartening to see such achievers n 
youngsters diving into politics. Wishing 
him all the best.”

Annamalai, in his letter, said that the 
decision (to resign) was well-thought out 
for over six-months’ time. “Last year, my 
visit to Kailash Mansarovar was an eye-
opener as it helped me see my priorities in 
life better. Madhukar Shetty sir’s death in 
a way made me to re-examine my own 
life,” he stated in the letter.Madhukar 
Shetty, a Karnataka cadre IPS officer, 
passed away on December 2018 in 
Hyderabad where he was being treated for 
swine flu.Annamalai has also written 
about his future plans in the letter. “For 
people who are speculating what next for 
me. I’m too small a man to have lofty 
ambitions. I just wanted to take some time 
out and enjoy those small things in life 
which I had missed out, be a good father to 
my son, who deserves every bit of my time 
as he is fast growing up, get into farming 
back home and see whether my sheep still 
listens to me as I’m no more a cop now.”

Annamalai began his career as ASP of 
Karkala sub-division in 2013, before 
b e c o m i n g  S P  o f  U d u p i  a n d  
Chikkamagaluru districts. He is known as 
an upright and strict officer. During his 
transfer from Udupi district, people in the 
district had protested his transfer.

Over 1,000 FPCs in 
Maharashtra non-
functional or report 
zero business

New Delhi  Days after a technical fault in 
the Delhi Metro’s Yellow Line led to 
chaos, services were impacted on a 
portion of the Violet Line on Saturday 
morning due to “waterlogging”.

Train services from Mandi House to 
Kashmere Gate were operated on a single 
line from 11.25 am to 11.50 am due to a 
minor signalling issue.

A statement from the Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation (DMRC) read, “In the 
morning, some water-logging was also 

The initiative, started by their 
teacher and in all likelihood the only 
one of its kind at a government 
school in the state, is seen as path-
breaking in state like Punjab where 
hundreds of girls in government 
schools still do not have access to 
sanitary napkins.

Delhi: Waterlogging 
hits Violet Line 
services

Pune.Over a year after the Union Budget 
2018 gave Farmer Producer Companies 
(FPCs) a five-year tax holiday, their 
performance in Maharashtra shows that the 
central government’s step hasn’t helped 
them much as, of the 1,696 registered FPCs 
in Maharashtra, 1,048 have either reported 
no business or were found to be non-
functional.Formed by farmers, the FPCs 
are companies registered under the 
Company’s Act by farmers. These 
professionally-managed firms were 
expected to take the place of cooperative 
bodies which, over the years, have become 
either redundant or too politicised to 
work.Recognising the importance of the 
FPCs in the agri-ecosystem, the 2018 
budget had tried to give them a boost by 
announcing a five-year tax holiday. The 
central government had hoped that this 
would ensure these grassroot-level 
companies expand their activities and 
explore newer business avenues.A survey, 
conducted by the Department of 
Agriculture, took into consideration the 
1,696 FPCs that are registered with 
government bodies like the World Bank 
sponsored-Maharashtra Agriculture 
Competitiveness Project, which has been 
completed, Small Farmers Agribusiness 
Consortium and NABARD, among others. 
The survey studied the FPCs, the 
commodities they deal with and their 
turnover.Data showed that of the 1,696 
FPCs, 308 were found to be non-functional 
and 740 were found to have either not 
reported any turnover or reported a turnover 
of 0. Of the remaining FPCs, 204 had 
reported turnover between Rs 10 and Rs 50 
lakh per year, while 135 had reported 
turnover between Rs 7 and Rs 10 lakh. Only 
104 FPCs have reported a turnover above 
Rs 50 lakh. Aurangabad had reported the 
highest number of non-working FPCs, 45, 
while Pune had reported the highest number 
of FPCs which have reported 0 or no 
turnover, 99.

On an average, almost 50 per cent of the 
registered FPCs in any district have either 
been shut down or failed to report their 
turnover.The data poses several questions 
about the functioning and the condition of 
FPCs in Maharashtra. Yogesh Thorat, 
managing director of the MahaFPC — the 
umbrella body of the FPCs in the state — 
said almost 50 per cent of the registered 
FPCs in the state were being taken care of 
by a government body. “Unfortunately, 
once the hand-holding process ended, they 
are at a loss about their next step. For the 
other half, lack of any direction has affected 
their growth as they were not clear about 
their business plan,” he said.

Pune doctor says was forced to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ during 

morning walk in Delhi
Pune Dr Arun Gadre, a Pune-based occurred. Regardless of one’s 

gynaecologist who visited Delhi religion or caste, people should not 
earlier this week, was allegedly be harassed in such a manner and it 
accosted by a group of men and is crucial that the government and 
forced to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ while political parties ensure that not a 
he was on a morning walk in the single person ever faces such a 
capital.Gadre, 61, who came back situation,” he said.He has not filed 
to Pune on Tuesday, told The a police complaint over the 
Indian Express that he was incident as, said Gadre, he didn’t 
“shocked” when the group, “suffer any grievous physical 
comprising four to five persons, injuries”.“Moreover, I will never 
stopped him while he was on his be able to identify any of these 
morning walk and directed him to men, but this incident is a lesson to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’.“I must have all of us as a society to let everyone 
muttered the words but they again coexist peacefully,” he said.The 
asked me to shout it loudly… ‘Jai doctor said in the last two days, he 
Shri Ram’… and that’s when I has received several messages 
walked away,” he said. The from well-wishers who have 
incident took place near Jantar expressed their support and 
Mantar in central Delhi early on condemned the incident.Gadre is 
Sunday, said Gadre.He had made a also the president of the Alliance of 
brief stopover in Delhi on his way Doctors for Health Care and, 
to Bijnor in Uttar Pradesh and was inspired by Baba Amte, he has also 
staying at the YMCA near Jantar served in the tribal areas of 
Mantar.The doctor said he didn’t Maharashtra for the last 30 years.
think he was targeted for any Dr Abhijit More, health activist and 
specific reason. “I don’t think I was coordinator of the Aam Aadmi 
targeted or anything like that. Par ty ’s  Kothrud  assembly  
P e r h a p s  t h e s e  y o u n g s t e r s  segment, condemned the incident. 
randomly picked me up and “These incidents are of concern 
directed me to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’. and it is unfortunate that a doctor 
It was a quiet, peaceful morning who works for the welfare of the 
otherwise…,” said Gadre.“It was a masses was at the receiving end,” 
shock to me as not once in all my said More.
61 years has such an incident 

These professionally-managed 
firms were expected to take the 
place of cooperative bodies which, 
over the years, have become either 
redundant or too politicised to 
work.

Payal Tadvi, a second-year student of the Gynaecology and Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
Hospital, allegedly ended her life after facing "extreme harassment" and hearing casteist remarks.

NEWS BOX

They don’t bleed, but boys at this Punjab 
village school have special period

NATIONAL

accused – Ahuja and Khandelwal – will not let her complete the New Delhi Three doctors accused of 
were absconding. Denying charges year. “She cried every day. She abetting the suicide of Dr Payal 
of harassment, the doctors in a said the complaint to the unit Tadvi in Mumbai were arrested on 
l e t t e r  t o  the  Maharash t r a  head yielded no response from Wednesday. Tadvi, a second-year 
Association of Resident Doctors the hospital. Instead, the student of the Gynaecology and 
(MARD) wrote ,  “If  heavy torture increased every day,” Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
workload is given the name of said Abeda.Hospital, allegedly ended her life 
ragging, then we all have been after facing “extreme harassment” The family also claimed that 
r a g g e d . ” A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  and hearing casteist remarks. P a y a l  o v e r h e a r d  a  
preliminary investigation, hours conversation among the three The three seniors, Dr Hema Ahuja, 
before her death, Tadvi was authorities at least thrice, but no seniors in which they referred Dr Ankita Khandelwal and Dr 
scolded in the operation theatre in action was taken.The family claims to her and allegedly said that “these Bhakti Mehare will be produced in 
front of other staff and patients and that for two days after a verbal caste people don’t know anything” a court on Wednesday. All of them 
was seen crying as she left. Payal’s complaint was made on May 13 by and that “she got admission have been named in the FIR filed 
husband Salman and mother Abida Payal’s husband Dr Salman Tadvi through caste quota”.under the SC/ST (Prevention of 
Salim alleged that the seniors to unit head Dr Y I Ching Ling, the Atrocities) Act, IPC sections for Hospital dean Dr R N Bharmal, 
harassed her for getting admission three seniors did not talk to her. On a b e t m e n t  t o  s u i c i d e  a n d  meanwhile, has claimed that he 
through Scheduled Tribe (ST) the third day, one of them allegedly Maharashtra Prohibition of was “never informed about this 
reservation, and also questioned threw a file at her and rebuked her Ragging Act, 1999. case”. He added, “We have an anti-
her skills. They claim she had for “shoddy” work. The next day, ragging cell but sadly she (Tadvi) While police arrested Mehare late 
complained to senior hospital they allegedly threatened that they did not approach it.”Tuesday afternoon, the other two 

Payal Tadvi suicide: Three doctors accused 
of harassing medical student arrested New Delhi  Unable to cope with a 

woman’s refusal of his marriage 
proposal, a 24-year-old man 
allegedly kidnapped her father 
from Dwarka early Sunday 
morning.  Police arrested 
Sanjeev Gill, a delivery agent 
with an online retailer, from 
Mathura Junction railway 
station in UP Monday morning 
and rescued the woman’s father 
as well.

Pol ice  sa id  the  man was  
kidnapped around 3 am on 
Sunday, from outside his work 
place in Dwarka’s Old Palam 
Road, by four men who pulled 
up in a white car.“The woman’s 
father lives in Delhi while the 
rest of the family, including the 
woman, moved to Bhopal two-
three months ago because Gill 
kept troubling her,” said a police 
officer.DCP (Dwarka) Anto 
Alphonse said, “The victim’s 
daughter received calls from 
two different mobile numbers… 
her father, who was on the line, 
said he was in Sonepat and 
advised her to marry one 
‘Sanju’, as he is a good boy.” It 
was this conversation that led 
the woman to suspect that her 
father had been kidnapped by 
Gill.Alphons said the mobile 
numbers were put under 
surveillance and traced to 
Baraut in UP. “The accused kept 
changing his location; he was 
finally traced to Mathura and 
a r r e s t e d , ”  s a i d  
Alphonse.According to a police 
officer, “Gill and the woman 
were due to get married, but it 
was called off as she suspected 
he was cheating on her.”When 
Gill kept pressuring the woman 
and her family to agree to the 
wedding, the woman’s father 
insisted the family move to 
Bhopal, where they hail from. 
“During investigation, the 
woman told us that Gill 
threatened to shoot her brother if 
she didn’t marry him… he 
texted her all this,” said a police 
officer, who was a part of the 
team, led by SHO Dwarka North 
police station Sanjay Kumar, 
which arrested the accused.

Waste segregation at source level: Chandigarh Municipal 
Corporation yet to complete arrangements

drive is likely to start with has been given the tender to supply Chandigarh.  With three days left to 
low enthusiasm as the the vehicles. We will outsource 110 start segregation of waste at source 
required manpower is still employees. The process of hiring level in Chandigarh, the Municipal 
pending. We will face a the people was struck due to the Corporation is yet to make all the 
tough time in the 13 villages, imposing of Model Code of necessary arrangements and 
which were recently brought Conduct. The drive on June 1 will difference between the door-to-door 
under the umbrella of start in a simple manner but I am collectors of waste is yet to resolve.  
Municipal Corporation. confident it will gain the pace Meanwhile ,  the  process  of  
Lakhs of dustbins were shortly.” The 55 attended areas are procurement of the 99 desired 
already distributed to local in which door-to-door collection of vehicles and the hiring of 110 

is making all the arrangements for residents in the view of segregation garbage is not being followed.persons on the outsourcing level is 
starting the process, we are yet to of waste.”u n d e r  p i p e l i n e . T h e  U T  As per the undertaking submitted in 
receive commitment of full administration has submitted M u n i c i p a l  C o r p o r a t i o n  N G T,  D e l h i ,  C h a n d i g a r h  
cooperation from door-to-door anundertaking before National Commissioner, Kamal Kishore administration decided to cover the 
collector of garbage and waste. Green Tribunal stating that Yadav, said, “We are in the process entire city under the segregation of 
These collectors are opposing the segregation at source level will start of procuring 99 vehicles including waste at source level till September 
move of segregation of waste since f r o m J u n e  1 .   S p e c i a l  55 unattended areas within 2019.  Once the wastes are 
the beginning. The role of door-to-Commissioner, Sanjay Kumar Jha, Chandigarh and 44 for 13 villages segregated at the source level, there 
door garbage collectors is important to ld  Chandigarh  Newsl ine ,  for picking the garbage from there is no need to segregate them at the 
in this drive.”Sources said, “The “Though the sanitation department in the segregation mode. A company dumping ground-38.

Chandigarh. We can challan all Chandigarh The intensive challan 
auto-rickshaws for violating drives against auto-rickshaws 
t r a f f i c  r u l e s  a n d  (three-wheelers), conducted by 
permits.”ccording to Mohali’s State Transport Authority (STA) 
Transport Department, 13,200 and UT Traffic Police, has failed 
auto-rickshaws have been to put the increasing number of 
registered in Mohali, and 5,000 autos in the city under the ambit of 
in Panchkula.Harman Sidhu, a law. The recent instruction issued 
road safety expert, said, “There by Punjab and Haryana High 

UT Traffic Police separately. STA is not a single entry and exit point C o u r t  t o  C h a n d i g a r h  
alone has challaned 488 autos, of Chandigarh, where you will not Administration regarding the 
including those registered with find unregulated and long queues formulation of a regulatory policy 
Tricity, for various traffic of autos. These queues encroach to keep a check on the increasing 
violations. Chandigarh Traffic upon cycle tracks and pedestrian numbers of autos (three-wheelers) 
Police has challaned 6,648 autos paths. They are rashly driven and in city has, in fact, raised a matter 
and impounded 241 autos for the stop the auto-rickshaws in the of concern.The STA, which 
various traffic offenses.STA, middle of the road just to pick up stopped registration of new three-
Secretary, Harjeet Singh Sandhu, passengers. This invites road wheelers in Chandigarh due to 
s a i d ,  “ We  h a v e  s t o p p e d  accidents. Despite the fact that in their sheer number (6,000), passed 
registration of new autos in Chandigarh, registration of new the buck to neighbouring cities of 
C h a n d i g a r h .  We  a r e  n o t  autos has stopped, people Mohali and Panchkula for 
authorised to register new autos if continue to purchase autos and run managing the hectic presence of 
6,000 auto-rickshaws have these on road with temporary autos. Despite this, road safety 
already been registered in the city. registration numbes.”A senior experts maintain that it is the 
The real  problem is  that  traffic police officer said, “We responsibility of local authorities 
neighbouring cities of Panchkula regularly challan autos for to kep a tab on this menace.
and Mohali have no bar on the violation of traffic rules. The As many as 7,136 autos, including 
number of autos they register. We challan drive is still going on and those bearing Chandigarh, 
challan autos bearing other states’ is being conducted by Chandigarh P a n c h k u l a  a n d  H a r y a n a  
number plates also. There is no Traffic Police. The challans were registration numbers, have been 
rule that can prevent the entry of issued for not wearing uniform, challaned in the city since January 
autos registered with other states, lack of all necesary documents, 1 to May 15 in this year alone. 
including Haryana and Punjab, in etc.On May 25.Challans were issued by STA and 

No regulatory policy, Haryana, 
Punjab autos make a killing

Delhi: Rejected by 
woman, man kidnaps 
her father, arrested

“leaders” at his school’s Menstrual other boys and this is how chain goes on 
Hygiene Club.This club is at the centre of a to bring that attitude change. In two 
silent revolution that is taking place at years only, a lot of change is already 
Government High School at a small village visible….”Now boys do not make fun 
Garlon Bet in district Nawanshahr of girls when she is in pain or gets her 
(Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar). Here period in class. Instead, they help her in 
menstruation has become a gender- getting pad… Boys advise girls to have 
inclusive topic and boys are not only healthy food and take rest…,” she 
becoming a part of the ‘period’ added.
discussions, but also leading an awareness Raju (16), a Class 10 student and one of 
campaign on hygiene and usage of sanitary the leaders, said that he has two sisters 
pads. The school has 168 students of which and earlier he did not know anything and sisters back home.
at least 90 are girls.The initiative, started about periods. “Initially, I felt a little Ludhiana  Sixteen-year old Sparsh, a Class The change that this initiative has brought in by their teacher and in all likelihood the awkward when all this was discussed in 10 student, does not shy away from talking the attitude o boys is heartening, a teacher only one of its kind at a government school class as girls were also sitting there. But about ‘menstruation’ or ‘periods’ and what said.Pardeep Kaur, the teacher who is in the state, is seen as path-breaking in state now I don’t. Girls must use pads only.. We his female classmates go through once a leading this initiative at the school, said like Punjab where hundreds of girls in are also taking out rallies in our village to month for four to five days. As he speaks, that she started the awareness drive with government schools still do not have tell other women that pads must be used not he also gives out some advise. just two boys in 2017.“Boys used to giggle access to sanitary napkins. Further, the dirty cloth..,” said Raju, a farmer’s son.“Girls should eat healthy food. They should and laugh. It wasn’t easy. Girls used to feel topic is still a taboo and even girls do not Navjot Singh (16), another club member, take rest and boys should treat them nicely.. shy asking for napkin and would say they talk about it openly.On Tuesday, as the told The Indian Express that his mother Girls feel pain too. They must not use need a ‘toffee’. Boys would call it a ‘biscuit school observed Menstrual Hygiene (MH) was happy that he was part of such an cloth; only a sanitary pad, otherwise it can packet’. So, at least that code language is Day, which is observed worldwide on May initiative.“A (sanitary) pad has to be lead to infections. Even uterus cancer. gone now and students confidently say 28, boys drew posters on the topic and also disposed off properly too otherwise it can Ladkiyon ke saath koi bhed-bhaav nahi ‘pads’ or ‘napkins’ without any wore ‘Period Bands’ on their wrists along lead to infection to others. I am not hesitant hona chahiye. Aur mera ya maanna hai ki shame…We have five boys as leaders in with girls. The bands had 23 white pearls to talk about periods with my mother or periods ke baare mein baat karna koi Menstrual Hygiene Club who also attend and five red pearls to make students classmates now. My mother is happy that I sharam wali baat nahi hai.. ye to natural monthly meetings and discuss problems understand the menstrual cycle frequency. am a part of this initiative. We must allow hai.. (There should be no discrimination with girls. We have worked hard on making Five boys who are the ‘leaders’ (to talk girls to take rest and not laugh if they stain against girls. I believe there is no shame in it a gender-inclusive topic in our school. about menstruation with other boys and their clothes. We should ask if they need talking about periods because it is These five boys (three from Class X and take chain forward), were also gifted help.”natural)..,” says Sparsh, one of the two from Class 8) further discuss it with sanitary pads to gift them to their mothers 

‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police 
Annamalai quits, may 
join politics
Bengaluru. Deputy Commissioner of 

Police (Bengaluru South) K Annamalai, 
who is popularly known as ‘Singham’ of 
Karnataka Police, resigned from his post 
on Tuesday. Annamalai, a native of Karur 
in Tamil Nadu, is a 2011-batch Karnataka 
cadre IPS officer.While there is a 
speculation that he could take a plunge in 
politics, in a letter addressed to his friends 
and well-wishers, he has not revealed any 
such plan. The letter is available on social 
media.

Annamalai’s colleague and Director 
General of Police, Railways (Bangalore 
region) D Roopa Moudgil, in a tweet, 
however, said that Annamalai will enter 
politics. “Spoke to Annamalai, IPS 
.@DCPSouthBCP. He has tendered 
resignation today. He is plunging into 
politics. It requires guts, boldness to leave 
cushy, secure , hard earned IPS job. Its 
heartening to see such achievers n 
youngsters diving into politics. Wishing 
him all the best.”

Annamalai, in his letter, said that the 
decision (to resign) was well-thought out 
for over six-months’ time. “Last year, my 
visit to Kailash Mansarovar was an eye-
opener as it helped me see my priorities in 
life better. Madhukar Shetty sir’s death in 
a way made me to re-examine my own 
life,” he stated in the letter.Madhukar 
Shetty, a Karnataka cadre IPS officer, 
passed away on December 2018 in 
Hyderabad where he was being treated for 
swine flu.Annamalai has also written 
about his future plans in the letter. “For 
people who are speculating what next for 
me. I’m too small a man to have lofty 
ambitions. I just wanted to take some time 
out and enjoy those small things in life 
which I had missed out, be a good father to 
my son, who deserves every bit of my time 
as he is fast growing up, get into farming 
back home and see whether my sheep still 
listens to me as I’m no more a cop now.”

Annamalai began his career as ASP of 
Karkala sub-division in 2013, before 
b e c o m i n g  S P  o f  U d u p i  a n d  
Chikkamagaluru districts. He is known as 
an upright and strict officer. During his 
transfer from Udupi district, people in the 
district had protested his transfer.

Over 1,000 FPCs in 
Maharashtra non-
functional or report 
zero business

New Delhi  Days after a technical fault in 
the Delhi Metro’s Yellow Line led to 
chaos, services were impacted on a 
portion of the Violet Line on Saturday 
morning due to “waterlogging”.

Train services from Mandi House to 
Kashmere Gate were operated on a single 
line from 11.25 am to 11.50 am due to a 
minor signalling issue.

A statement from the Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation (DMRC) read, “In the 
morning, some water-logging was also 

The initiative, started by their 
teacher and in all likelihood the only 
one of its kind at a government 
school in the state, is seen as path-
breaking in state like Punjab where 
hundreds of girls in government 
schools still do not have access to 
sanitary napkins.

Delhi: Waterlogging 
hits Violet Line 
services

Pune.Over a year after the Union Budget 
2018 gave Farmer Producer Companies 
(FPCs) a five-year tax holiday, their 
performance in Maharashtra shows that the 
central government’s step hasn’t helped 
them much as, of the 1,696 registered FPCs 
in Maharashtra, 1,048 have either reported 
no business or were found to be non-
functional.Formed by farmers, the FPCs 
are companies registered under the 
Company’s Act by farmers. These 
professionally-managed firms were 
expected to take the place of cooperative 
bodies which, over the years, have become 
either redundant or too politicised to 
work.Recognising the importance of the 
FPCs in the agri-ecosystem, the 2018 
budget had tried to give them a boost by 
announcing a five-year tax holiday. The 
central government had hoped that this 
would ensure these grassroot-level 
companies expand their activities and 
explore newer business avenues.A survey, 
conducted by the Department of 
Agriculture, took into consideration the 
1,696 FPCs that are registered with 
government bodies like the World Bank 
sponsored-Maharashtra Agriculture 
Competitiveness Project, which has been 
completed, Small Farmers Agribusiness 
Consortium and NABARD, among others. 
The survey studied the FPCs, the 
commodities they deal with and their 
turnover.Data showed that of the 1,696 
FPCs, 308 were found to be non-functional 
and 740 were found to have either not 
reported any turnover or reported a turnover 
of 0. Of the remaining FPCs, 204 had 
reported turnover between Rs 10 and Rs 50 
lakh per year, while 135 had reported 
turnover between Rs 7 and Rs 10 lakh. Only 
104 FPCs have reported a turnover above 
Rs 50 lakh. Aurangabad had reported the 
highest number of non-working FPCs, 45, 
while Pune had reported the highest number 
of FPCs which have reported 0 or no 
turnover, 99.

On an average, almost 50 per cent of the 
registered FPCs in any district have either 
been shut down or failed to report their 
turnover.The data poses several questions 
about the functioning and the condition of 
FPCs in Maharashtra. Yogesh Thorat, 
managing director of the MahaFPC — the 
umbrella body of the FPCs in the state — 
said almost 50 per cent of the registered 
FPCs in the state were being taken care of 
by a government body. “Unfortunately, 
once the hand-holding process ended, they 
are at a loss about their next step. For the 
other half, lack of any direction has affected 
their growth as they were not clear about 
their business plan,” he said.

Pune doctor says was forced to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ during 

morning walk in Delhi
Pune Dr Arun Gadre, a Pune-based occurred. Regardless of one’s 

gynaecologist who visited Delhi religion or caste, people should not 
earlier this week, was allegedly be harassed in such a manner and it 
accosted by a group of men and is crucial that the government and 
forced to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’ while political parties ensure that not a 
he was on a morning walk in the single person ever faces such a 
capital.Gadre, 61, who came back situation,” he said.He has not filed 
to Pune on Tuesday, told The a police complaint over the 
Indian Express that he was incident as, said Gadre, he didn’t 
“shocked” when the group, “suffer any grievous physical 
comprising four to five persons, injuries”.“Moreover, I will never 
stopped him while he was on his be able to identify any of these 
morning walk and directed him to men, but this incident is a lesson to 
say ‘Jai Shri Ram’.“I must have all of us as a society to let everyone 
muttered the words but they again coexist peacefully,” he said.The 
asked me to shout it loudly… ‘Jai doctor said in the last two days, he 
Shri Ram’… and that’s when I has received several messages 
walked away,” he said. The from well-wishers who have 
incident took place near Jantar expressed their support and 
Mantar in central Delhi early on condemned the incident.Gadre is 
Sunday, said Gadre.He had made a also the president of the Alliance of 
brief stopover in Delhi on his way Doctors for Health Care and, 
to Bijnor in Uttar Pradesh and was inspired by Baba Amte, he has also 
staying at the YMCA near Jantar served in the tribal areas of 
Mantar.The doctor said he didn’t Maharashtra for the last 30 years.
think he was targeted for any Dr Abhijit More, health activist and 
specific reason. “I don’t think I was coordinator of the Aam Aadmi 
targeted or anything like that. Par ty ’s  Kothrud  assembly  
P e r h a p s  t h e s e  y o u n g s t e r s  segment, condemned the incident. 
randomly picked me up and “These incidents are of concern 
directed me to say ‘Jai Shri Ram’. and it is unfortunate that a doctor 
It was a quiet, peaceful morning who works for the welfare of the 
otherwise…,” said Gadre.“It was a masses was at the receiving end,” 
shock to me as not once in all my said More.
61 years has such an incident 

These professionally-managed 
firms were expected to take the 
place of cooperative bodies which, 
over the years, have become either 
redundant or too politicised to 
work.

Payal Tadvi, a second-year student of the Gynaecology and Obstetrics department of BYL Nair 
Hospital, allegedly ended her life after facing "extreme harassment" and hearing casteist remarks.


